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Fairfield renews effort to promote academic honesty
BY TRISH MCGAHAN

Fairfield students, faculty members and
administrators are wrestling with a package
of changes designed to promote academic
honesty on campus.
Action came after a scathing December 2003 faculty report found that Fairfield
was at the bottom of the list of peer schools
in terms of its effort to promote academic
honesty and combat plagiarism.
The report surveyed a range of schools
including Villanova, College of the Holy

Cross, Fordham, Princeton and Wesleyan
among many others. It found Fairfield was
closer to Marist with the least comprehensive policies on academic honesty.
Paul Caster, a professor at the school
of business, has been teaching at Fairfield
for just over 10 years and has encountered
"very few instances of cheating." According to Caster, these happened during his
first couple of years here, causing him to
believe "the climate of academic honesty
has improved."
"One thing I try to do is create an envi-

ronment in the classroom that makes it more
difficult for cheating to occur," said Caster.
"I'd much rather prevent it form happening
than to have to deal with it after the fact."
"Another thing I do is to have the honor
code printed on all exams," he said.
Caster is not alone in his efforts of
prevention.
Art history professor Philip Eliasoph believes the issue of academic honesty should be
viewed as an "unequivocal 'no brainer'."
"Just as faculty members realize that we
are required to attribute and cite all external

sources for our scholarly writing, students
need to appropriate the same 'rules of the
game' [and] represent an indestructible wall
that cannot be bypassed," said Eliasoph.
"I strongly believe that the weakening of
these standards has been exacerbated by
easy access to a global cyber-web of instant
information."
"This alarming trend, reduced to a 'click
and copy', has completely transformed the
manner in which students search, capture,
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Servin' it up: Assistant Vice President of Student Services Jim Fitzpatrick and Director of Public Safety Todd
Pelazza prepare plates to serve to students at the Midnight Breakfast on Tuesday night in the BCC.

RecPlex biological tests show some dirty spots
BY MEREDITH CLINTON

The Rec Plex underwent bacterial testing
by a Fairfield student conducting a biological
experiment, and while some areas were clean
enough, others were downright nasty.
Carolyn Canonica '05 tested the Rec Plex
for microbes in the gym for a biology project.
She swabbed an elliptical machine, a Nautilus
machine and an exercise mat.
"We grew [the samplesj for a few days, and
we found the mats had the most growth: bacterial and fungal," she said. "The elliptical and
Nautilus machines didn't have too much growth,
just bacteria which is the normal one found on

people's skin... nothing too surprising."
Cannonica said she also tested a sample
of the disinfectant that is left out with the
towels for people to use to clean the machines
when they are done. It does prove effective
against the bacteria found on skin, but it won't
work on fungal bacterial.
"The mats were disturbing," she said,
"No one ever cleans them, there's no way to
clean fungal growth. Also, we're assuming
someone had cleaned the elliptical machine
right before we swabbed it."
Phil Palumbo, director of the Rec Plex,
said this is the first study of this type done at
the gym.

4

"I felt it would be interesting data to
have regardless of whether it was positive or
negative," he said.
Although he has not had a chance to read
the report yet, he has been informed of the
overall outcome of the experiment.
"Those exercise mats are not ours. I am
not sure where they came from. They are being
thrown out," said Palumbo.
As for the other machines, there are always going to be people that don't wipe them
down when they are through, or wipe them
down thoroughly enough.
SEE "TOWELS" ON P.
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According to this year's
Princeton's Review The Best 357
Colleges, which gathers its figures
on student responses, Fairfield
University ranks number one in the
nation for "Town-Gown Relations
are Strained".
But whatever problems still
exist, there is a general consensus
from students, year-round beach
residents, and administration
that the situation has improved
greatly.
"This [Princeton Review's
ranking] is simply from the perspective of the students, and we
all know that many feelings can
carry over from previous years,"
said Dave Parrot, president of the
Student Beach Resident Association, SBRA.
Students currently living at
the beach can't account for a
hostile environment that would
be deemed worst in the country.
"I've seen a good deal of noise
complaints, can't say I've seen
anything more exciting," said
Tomasz Grodzki '05, a resident of
the Doghouse.
Duane Melzer, coordinator of
off-campus students, said while
underage possession of alcohol,
fighting and vandalism are almost
always present, the main concern
is the noise.
Vincent Biondi, beach resident
for the past 25 years, believes that
while there had been significant
improvement, "the vast majority of
it was compulsory," he said.
Biondi and his neighbors have
spent approximately $50,000 to
$60,000 taking Lantern Point owners to court, he said.
SEE "SENIORS" ON P.
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Win a date at the Grape: A new fundraiser for Spam Jam
BY MEGAN

J.

MAHIONEY

Can't find a date? Well, how
about buying one?
Head on down to The Grape
on January 27 where students
will be auctioning themselves off
to the highest bidder.
RASOR/UNITE, the townhouse and apartment residence
hall government, are hosting
the auction to help with the expense of the spring block party
for upperclassmen held in the
townhouses.
"Anyone over 21 can be
auctioned off," said Katie Banahan '06, chairperson of special
events for RASOR/UNITE.
"Anyone over 21 can bid on
people and the top bidder and
biddee get free dinner at Archie
Moore's."
The auction will begin at
10:30 at the SeaGrape on the
second Thursday of the semester,
January 27.
"If you win a person, you get
them until 1 a.m. that night but if
you want to hang out with them
after that, it is up to you guys,"
said Banahan. "You can basically
do anything you want with the
person that's legal, but don't get
too crazy."

first for RASOR/UNITE,
who want to raise at least
$5,000 to help defray the
costs of setting up Spam
Jam. The members are
hoping to have a Hawaiian
theme this year.
"The more money we
can get, the better we can
make Spam Jam," said
Banahan. "We though the
Grape would be perfect
since it is so packed on
Thursday nights and so
many people are there."
The manager of the
Grape, when approached
by RASOR/UNITE members, agreed immediately
to the idea and was very
willing to help, according
to Banahan.
"We need to raise a
ton of money to have an
Mirror File Photo
awesome Spam Jam" said
Who wants to buy a date?: Go to the Grape January 27 at 10:30 to put win a date and raise money for Spam Jam: Banahan. "So, get all your
friends out there and help
Zack Fieldman '05 has al- done."
who are of drinking age."
us out."
Anyone interested should fill
ready volunteered to be auctioned
FUSA president Paul Duffy
"It is a fun time at the end of
off.
'05 has volunteered to be the MC spring semester where people can out a form available at the Info
have fun with all their friends," Desk, and return to Katie Banahan,
"I had a lot of fun at Spam for the evening.
Jam last year and I want to help it
"I am doing it to help out' he said. "They have great food, Box #75, through the campus mail.
be a good time for all this year," Spam Jam," he said. "I believe it is water slides and plenty of bever- You will be contacted with further
information.
he said. "If it takes selling myself a great tradition that both UNITE ages for all."
for an evening, I guess it must be and RAZOR provides for those
The student auction will be a

He's just not that into you: Sex in the City writer tells all
f

hi

BY LAUREN PEPICIELLO

You and "Mr. Right" exchanged numbers last Saturday
night at the beach and now, two
weeks later you've only heard
from him once (that night he
was wasted begging you to come
over).
What happened? You thought
everything was great.
The reason? "He's just not
that into you."
That is the advice that former
Sex and the City writer, Greg
Behrendt, gives to women who
find themselves in the predicament
described above.
In the newly released book
titled, "He's Just Not that Into
You," co-wrote with Liz Tucillo
also of Sex and the City, readers
are presented with "the no-excuses
truth to understanding guys."
"It's just a wake-up call," said
Tucillo in a CNN article. "It's just
a clear-as-a-bell, funny, simple
wake-up call."
According to a Fairfield Borders Bookshop manager, almost
200 copies have been sold in their
store recently. Most of the customers, however, have been women
who saw the book on Oprah.
It seems that many people on
campus, students and faculty, know

issue, the men tending
about the book.
to side with Beherndt
Dorothea Braginand the females with
sky, professor of
psychology here at
Tucillo.
Eric Merner '06,
Fairfield, thinks that
after reading an excerpt
the whole premise of
the book is offensive.
from the book, said, "It's
kind of funny how right
"It is interesting
the guy who writes this
to get a man's take on
things, but it is one
really is."
Surprisingly, one
man's take on things,"
Fairfield female agreed.
said Braginsky.
"I know the book is
According to
harsh, but I like hearing
Braginsky, human rea guy's perspective,"
lationships are more
said Coleen Washington
complex than this
'06.
book makes them out
Some Fairfield
to be and students
females, however, are
need to realize that
outraged by some of
when reading it.
the things Behrendt had
"Gals who are
to say.
reading this book are
greg
behrendt
"I think he's just
doing a disservice to
attit
trying
to make money,"
themselves and linlh
tuccillo
said
Jaclyn
Caputi '06.
ing the pockets of the
"All
he
does
is make
authors," said Braginwomen look stupid and
sky.
the only advice he offers
Professor Sharon
Amazon.com
is, 'He's just not that into
Abbott of the sociolo- Guide to guys: Pick up this book if you can't figure out
you'."
gy department agrees why boys never call when they say they will.
Jaclyn Drake '06
with Braginski when
agreed.
how to date."
•
it comes to this book.
"I hate how no excuse is a
"I always find these things so
The ongoing battle of men
horrifying," said Abbott. "What versus women in the dating arena good excuse; if you just dismiss
amazes me is how desperate these is very real. Fairfield men and every guy that steps out of line
women are for information about women feel very divided over the once, you'll be pretty lonely, be-

cause guys tend to do that," said
Drake.
Regardless, most students
agree that the book does, in fact,
parallel college hook-up scenes,
from the guy's behavior to the
girls' constant analyses of these
types of situations.
"It happens all the time,"
said Katie Giusti '06. "People get
drunk, hook up, and then all the
girls end up in Barone on Sunday
morning trying to figure out what
went wrong."
The book, organized in a "he
says, she says" fashion, has exploded in the media. According
to Tracy van Straaten, executive
director of publicity at Simon and
Schuster (the publishing company), the book, which was released
on September 1 and still appears
on the NY Times bestseller list, is
already in its fourteenth printing,
with 1.2 million copies available.
According to van Straaten, the
book has gained national acclaim
and the authors have appeared on
several shows including 20/20,
The Today Show, and Oprah.
"It [the book] was selling well
even before the publicity," said
van Straaten. "But the authors'
appearance on the Oprah show
really made it explode."
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Campus politics are balanced and more active
BY KELLY SHEEHAN

Fairfield students and politics
professors say that there is a wide
range of positions on campus that
is continuing to grow and is not
completely liberal.
Professor Jocelyn Boryczka
of the politics department said
that she has noticed a

strong presence of conservatism on campus, but also hears
liberal voices. Even the political
clubs seem to be balancing out.
"I think that the Young Democrats have been more active over
the last two years, but now there is
a greater balance with the Young
Republicans," said Dr. Alan Katz
of the politics department.
Boryczka also said that the
clubs add a "powerful student
voice to the university and surrounding area's politics."
Many students also think that
there is a growing balance in their
peers' political views.
"Just from seeing kids in
my classes, I feel that it is pretty

diverse when it comes to political
views," said Meg Malinowski
'06.
But despite the recent growth
of balance of student opinion,
professors and students agree that
the division of opinion between
students and their professors is
noticeable,
"My own feeling is that the
student body comes from rather
conservative family backgrounds
and the faculty comes from
rather liberal educational
experience," said Dr. Edward
Dew, chair of the politics department.
While students and
professors at Fairfield
dispute which party
is more active on
campus, students
at other colleges say without
hesitation that
there is no disputing the stronger party on their
campuses.
Dori Leonard, a
junior at The Catholic University
of America, also said that her campus is overwhelmingly slanted to
the right.
"The College Republicans
have much more money because
the student government and its
funding is controlled by them," she
said. "There's nothing anyone can
do about it, until a College Democrat is in charge of the treasury."
Luckily, FUSA isn't con-

trolled by a partisan club. But do
students feel like their professors
voice their opinions in the classroom too often? Dew said most of
Fairfield's faculty doesn't havethis
opportunity.
Dew stressed that the politics
department is obligated to address issues that include professors' political opinions. He said it
doesn't add to students' education
when their politics professors
express little or no opinion during
classes.
Katz and Boryczka agreed
that politics professors should be
able to insert their beliefs into their
lessons.
"I think that it's okay for
professors to indicate their views
as long as they say that it is their
views, not the 'truth', and not in
any way disparage or grade down
students with other views," said
Katz.
"Often, opening up a discussion on current issues engages
students in critical analysis of
events," said Boryczka.
However, name/year Morales
also said that he felt overwhelmed
by politics professors' opinions
during classes.
"Those professors I've had
related to political fields have the
bias spewing from their mouths.
It's so strong you can smell the
bias," said Morales.
But Dew said he was confident the department never silences
differing views, and proceeds
with caution when they provide

their students with their personal
opinions.
"I trust that we are all extremely careful of putting our
views in a kind of "box" on the
edge of the lecture and proceeding
to be as fair and balanced as possible in weighing all positions on
an issue," said Dew.
Regardless, because of differing views between professors
and students, Dew feels there is
a disconnect in Fairfield's 'family', which
is aggravated by the
deferential attitude of
students who remain
opinionatedly silent.
Students agreed and
said that many students
don't speak out.
"I also think that many
students don't necessarily
care," said Malinowski. "I know a lot of
people who didn't
vote in the past election just because of
lack of knowledge
regarding the
candidates."
Katz
said that
he hopes
that

activism will be increased
further over the years.
"I think that there should be
more opportunities for students
to get involved in politics and
important issues through clubs,
'teach-ins', and [other outlets],"
said Katz.
So is Fairfield a conservative or
liberal campus? It depends who
you ask. But the wide range
of answers suggests
that there is in fact
a growing balance of opinion.

Fairfield's core curriculum one of the largest in country
BY JlLLIAN FOLEY
The core curriculum at Fairfield University is one of the largest in the country,
bigger than any other Jesuit college or university except for Marquette University.
Fairfield requires students to take 20
classes or 60 credits of core courses. Core
takes up half of the general graduation requirement of 40 courses, 120 credits.
The core curriculum includes five
academic areas: mathematics and natural
sciences; history and social/behavioral sciences; philosophy religious studies, and applied ethics; English and visual/performing
arts and modern or classical languages.
The Fairfield core is structured to give
students knowledge in many areas, test their
interests in new subjects, and even help in
selection of a major or minor.
But completion of such an extensive
core curriculum is not something all students
are enthusiastic about.
"I feel like we have a lack of choice
in choosing our classes and also the depth
we can get into our major or classes we are
more drawn to," said senior communication
major Elide Grabowski.
The Dolan School of Business has its

own core for business majors in addition
to the general core, which adds frustration
as well.
"I don't have time to take the classes
I want to and because I'm in the business
school I have two cores and that's too
much," said senior management major
Theodora Livadiotis.
Boston College, located in Chestnut
Hill, Mass., also a Jesuit Catholic university, requires students to complete 15
core courses. Five less courses may sound
minimal, but that's equivalent to an entire
semester at Fairfield.
Dr. Mary Frances Malone, associate
academic vice president, calls the core the
"hallmark of the Fairfield experience" and
probably the most important aspect of a
Fairfield education.
"Student often boast double majors or
triple minors, a lot of time it's because of
double counting core classes toward majors
and minors," said Malone.
She said that the range of core course
choices is very wide and students can choose
courses that apply to their interests.
"If people were more intentional about
their choices and the core, they could have
a much richer experience [at Fairfield]

especially if they relate it to their major,
instead of just getting it out of the way,"
said Malone.
While the core requirements expose
students to many different subjects, it also
requires them to take multiple classes in
some areas.
For example, students must first complete two religion and two philosophy
classes, after which they are required to take
a third, upper level religion, philosophy, or
applied ethics course. For students who realize they dislike these areas of education, it
can be a demanding requirement to fulfill.
"I still have mixed feelings about the
core because I liked learning some of the
stuff I did, but I really hated taking so many
classes in math and science." said Jimmy
Judge '05, an international studies major.
Some students have had a positive
experience completing the core curriculum
and appreciate it.
Amy Miklos '05, an art history major,
said, "I like it because I didn't really have
a focus of study and I like that I had to and
got to study everything, and it helped me
pick my major."
A liberal education can help you when
you leave college as a well-rounded Fairfield

graduate. According to the Fairfield mission
statement, "the liberally educated person
is able to assimilate and organize facts, to
evaluate knowledge, to identify issues, to
use appropriate methods of reasoning and
to convey conclusions persuasively in written and spoken word." According to some,
this type of education produces a desirable
employee.
"A Fairfield professor once told me that
if I was ever sitting at an interview between
a Yale or Harvard graduate to make a point
to say that FU has one of the largest cores in
the country," said Meghan O'Sullivan, a senior majoring in communication. "Because
it shows how diversely educated you are,
whereas those other candidates mostly took
classes pertaining only to their major."
The core here at Fairfield seems like
a necessary evil to some students but beneficial to others. Every student leaves with
knowledge is a wide area of subjects say
school officials and students.
"Some classes I would have most likely
never taken if I had a choice, and I ended
up learning some things that made me view
things differently, especially in philosophy
and religion classes," said Judge.
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Students see little change in honesty policies
1

dard policy concerning academic honesty,
although in previous years this was not
and translate printed data off the web," said always the case.
Until recently, punishment for a stuEliasoph who is just one many teachers
who have adopted a 'no web' policy for dent in violation was at the discretion of
papers and assignments.
' the professors whose class it was and often
As teachers tighten up standards, went unreported to the dean. Professors
some students say the school needs to go now have to report all violations.
a better job teaching them what constitutes
"Each student has a file that is housed
with their academic dean," said Timothy
plagiarism.
Katherine D'Emic, '06 was found Snyder, dean of the College of Arts and
earlier this year to be in violation of the Sciences. "Because there is only one such
university Academic Honesty policy for file, any reporting of matters like plagiawhat she considers a "minor misquotation," rism go through that dean's office, in order
believes that her situation could have been to make it to the file."
avoided had she been taught exactly what
Another minor change students might
is plagiarism at Fairfield.
notice is the positioning of the universities
"Teachers take judicial action without Academic Honesty policy in the student
explaining what the student did wrong," handbook.
said D'Emic. "They should tell us what
According to the December 2003
we did wrong and teach us how not to do report, the section on Academic Honesty
it again."
was moved from page 23 in the 2002-2003
"I now have a warning on my record catalog to page 308 in last year's catalog.
which is the same as someone who know- The year the slightly longer section appears
ingly stole someone else's work would on page 39 of the student handbook and
get," she said. "To this day, I'm still unclear on Stagweb.
as to how to cite facts and terms that can be
The faculty's Academic Council also
has formed a subcommittee to continue
found in more than one source."
The disciplinary actions are now stan- work on the issue.
CONTINUED FROM P.
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"The ultimate goal concerning academic honesty is to create an environment
where students and faculty understands
the importance of personal integrity and
live up to high standards of integrity and
honesty," said Grossman. "Jesuit education
is based on personal responsibility and accountability."
Coleen Washington '06, says she has
seen Fairfield get much tougher about academic honesty. But she isn't sure the school
is implementing the change well.
"All of a sudden they're [teachers]
being so strict about it, but they never
formally taught us what constitutes as
plagiarism," said Washington.
Other students like Lauren Donaldson, '06 say they have noticed only minor
changes.
"The only real change I've noticed
is the section teachers added to the syllabi
about academic honesty," she said.

(GRASMERE BARBER SHOP)

entID
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Students are allowed to take one copy per
week as part of their school subscription.

The subcommittee surveyed faculty at
the end of spring semester 2004 about the
range and percentage of academic dishonesty perceived by faculty, personal experience and the process by which individual
cases were handled.
Committee member Jo Yarrington
said that when the results of the survey
were reported, the committee was asked
to continue its work, collaborate with the
administration, and begin drafting faculty
guidelines concerning the response to and
reporting of incidents of academic dishonesty this coming spring.
"It would be wonderful is this institution became known nationally as one of the
few schools with a really effective honor
code that was respected by students," said
Caster. "I think this takes many years to
achieve...it's not something that will happen overnight but it is a desirable goal for
the institution."
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58 Post Road (203) 259-9132
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HELP WANTED - Retail store in
Sono (Norwalk). Thurs. Fri. Sat, evenings or Fri. Sat. Sun, days. Flexible
hrs. $8/hr start - (203) 853-2513
or (646) 623-2309

Spring Break 2005 - Student Travel
Services is hiring reps to work oncampus and ON-SITE! For information/reservations: 1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

FAIRFIELD BEACH ROAD - Charming, fully-furnished cottage
available for next semester. Ideal
for 2-3 occupants. Spiral staircase
to loft. Sliders to huge deck w/ dock
directly on wide canal opposite Long
Island Sound and beach. Gas heat,
wood-burning stove, washer-dryer,
track lights. $1,800 montly. Phone to
see. 227-2771 (Westport).
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SPRING BREAKERS!
Earn $$ or Discount
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SUPER RETAIL OPPORTUNITY!
Friendly, well.groomed sales associates needed for TALBOTS MENS.
Call Jane 203-341-8928 or apply:
90 Main St., Westport
Retail Help Wanted - Very charming women's boutique in Westport
looking for enthusiastic p/t sales help.
Retail experience preferred but being
great with customers is more important. Starting pay $8/hr.
Call 203-227-6476.

Marketing Agency seeks High Energy, Responsible individuals for
Promotional Events.
Must Have Own Vehicle. $15.00
Dollars an hour.
Call : 1-888-477-6668
http://www.HausPromotions.com
Spring Break from $489
Bahamas, Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica! Free Parties, Free Drinks.
Sign up early and save. Organize a
small group and you travel free. Or
sell more and get paid commission.
Call 1-800-438-7861
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Place a classified ad for as low as $15 for 20 words!
Call Mark (203) 256-6594 for more information.
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Towels, Nautilus machine part of RecPlex issues
CONTINUED FROM P.
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"We try to wipe down all machines
three times per day, though that is difficult
depending on usage," he said. "Members
are extremely diligent about wiping down
the equipment."
He said the only time members don't
wipe down the machines is when they run
out of towels, which happens occasionally.
"We have over 200 towels in circulation, though I must admit we get cut short
sometimes."
As for the Nautilus machines downstairs, they have no towels or spray available
to clean them.
Palumbo said the because of the nature
of the machines people are only on each
one for a few minutes, and he doesn't think

people would take the time to clean each one
thoroughly after use.
"When I read the report's findings, I
will reevaluate our procedures to ensure the
machines are clean," he said.
Students were concerned about the
bacteria in the mats, but adamant that they
do their part in cleaning the machines.
"I don't use the mats, that's gross," said
Angela Pellegrini '08. " But I do clean the
machines upstairs every time I use them."
Jennie Silvia '08 agreed.
"It's important for people to clean just
so other people don't have to be exposed to
someone else's germs. Down in the Nautilus
room they don't have anything so we can't
clean the stuff off," she said, "but if they
did I would definitely clean the machines
after I used them."

CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
Last week's story on off-campus housing indicated that all of those who applied for
the status received it. Almost all seniors who applied received the status, but not all
juniors who applied received permission to move off campus.
A photo of the library published in last week's issue was incorrectly credited. The photo
was taken by Kristen Zeitler.
In this week's Best and Worst of Fairfield issue, Kevin Donohue's name is misspelled
in a photo caption. In the same issue, worst place to get condoms was written by
Joshua O'Connell.
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Steven M. Andrews at x6529.
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CAMPUS CRIME BEAT
CASEY AMMERMAN
Tuesday, December 7
2:09 p.m. - A student reported that
his hubcap was stolen and his vehicle was vandalized. The car was
parked in the School of Business.
2:48 p.m. -A student sold back a book
to the book store which was reported as stolen. He was identified
and referred to judicial.
3:11 p.m. - Fairfield University's "today"
Stag banner was taken from the
south second floor railing. This
was at a $600 value. Anyone with
information please report to Public
Safety.
Wednesday, December 8
2:51 p.m. -There was a narcotics violation involving three Prep students.
The students were referred to Prep
administration.
Thursday, December 9
1:09 p.m. - A wallet was stolen from a
Grad assistant's unlocked office in
University College.
Friday, December 10
4:11 p.m. -A screen on the back porch
of a townhouse was tampered and
ripped.
9:55 p.m. - There was a narcotics
violation in a residence hall. The
students were referred to judicial.

Saturday, December 11
1:23 a.m.-A window was smashed on
the quad-side entrance to Regis.
2:38 a.m. -A broken window was found
on the circle side of Regis.
3:14 a.m. -A burglary was reported at
Claver in which $300 taken from an
unlocked room.
3:36 a.m. -A noise complaint ended up
an alcohol violation.
5:22 a.m. - An assault was reported.
The parties were identified and
referred to judicial.
6:26 a.m. - The fire alarm was pulled
on the Regis second floor. Anyone
with information is asked to please
contact Public Safety.
10:52 p.m. - Several male students
were reported for trying to break
down a door.
11:11 p.m. - A male student reported
being threatened by another student. This is under investigation.
11:17 p.m. - One student and two nonstudents were vandalizing hallways
and urinating in public.
11:19 p.m.-A mirror was broken in the
bathroom of Regis. Pritchard was
called for clean-up.
Sunday, December 12
12:20 a.m.-A hit and run was reported
in the Dolan East lot. There are no
suspects.

iiij. | $30 STUDENT TICKETS!
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TAN NIN GMEMBERSHIP
FAIRFIELD
2175 Black Rock Tpk. (Next to Starbucks)
203-336-TANS
NORWALK
440 Westport Ave. (0.7 Miles East of Stews)
203-847-7755
STRATFORD
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FREE $10 Gift Caid
Receive a FREE Ho//ywood Tons
$10 Gift Card When You Join Our
New Membership Program.
Offer Expires 12/31/M

THE INTERNATIONAL PERCUSSION SENSATION
Call Ticketmaster (212) 307-4100 or the Box Office
(212) 477-2477 and use code "STUD30"
ORPHEUM THEATRE, Second Ave. at 8th Groups 1-800-677-1164
www.stomponline.com
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any other offer. Limit 6 tickets per order. Phone orders subject to standard service charge fees.
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Seniors having better relations with beach neighbors
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"We didn't do it because they were
breaking the law. We did it because of damages," said Biondi.
Decline in property value because of
the presence of students was one of the
reasons, according to Biondi.
He also said that because of the efforts
of him and his neighbors, Fairfield's judicial
system has become involved, the police
are doing more "proactive enforcement
and they [Fairfield University] got Duane
[Melzer]".
Students throw "unreasonable bashes,"
he said, and "500 people at 3:00 A.M. means
those people are in the streets with a lot of
alcohol in them." Some consequences of
this include alcohol poisoning, and disturbance of the peace "in a legal sense," said
Biondi.
What constitutes as a legitimate disturbance of the peace? One female senior
remembered an incident in which a few
people were on the back porch smoking
cigarettes and reciting movie lines. Her
neighbor called the police.
The constant presence of police has
become a familiarity with beach residents.
"Cops all around are pretty strict but understandable at the same time," said Grodzki.
"They only act on their authority if you're
a total maniac or residents bother them,"
he said.
The Fairfield Police Department has
declined to comment on this matter at the

present time.
It is possible to have a good relationship
with year-round beach residents, as Chris
Mottla, '05 of the Sea Ranch who invited
his neighbors to a party at his house.
"They came over and drank out of the
keg, did an ice luge and then gave us a platter
of Subway [sandwiches]," he said. "If you
get to know your neighbors, they'll love
you," he said.
Casey Ammerman '05, who lives at
the Blue Balls, also has pleasant interactions with her neighbors. "We tell him [the
neighbor] when we are going to have parties
and he is fine with it," she said.
Kevin Troiit '05 said there was only one
occasion in which there was conflict with his
neighbors- his housemate was trying to take
out a kayak while he was inebriated and the
neighbors wanted him to wear a lifejacket
against his will.
Melzer said there is a "good mix" of
residents, and that some are more tolerant
than others of the college lifestyle. He said
there are many students who help their
neighbors, some by shoveling their driveway or walkways in the winter or getting
them groceries if they are unable to leave
the house.
Year-round resident Carol Johnson said
she "couldn't ask for nicer, more intelligent,
kinder neighbors- when they're sober."
Johnson sees the biggest problem as the*
"noise pollution" every night and is grateful
that police break up the parties so she can
sleep at night, she said.

"Nobody means to make noise, but
when you're drunk you shout," said Johnson. However she has seen improvement
from last year to this year in terms of
cleanliness of the beach. "They are cleaning
up their messes and the beach is glorious,"
she said.
Biondi said that "up to five years ago,
it was in your face. They'd be obnoxious,"
he said, recalling many instances in which
someone had defecated on his front lawn.
. Biondi also said "I'm not the only person that's happened to."
"The complaints from year-round
residents are down and so is the amount
of tickets handed out by the police," said
Parrot. "This year I definitely believe that
Fairfield University beach residents have
improved their standing in the community,"
he said.
Parrot, who is living his second year at
the Blue Light, has experienced "poor relations with neighbors in the past," he said.
"Last year my house as well as neighboring houses received letters from the dean
about neighbors complaining about us," he
said. "We used to get calls from our landlord
weekly about some complaint or another.
Some of the complaints were legitimate and
many of them were not."
"This year we have the same neighbors
and we get along fine," he said.
Many beach residents feel that the
situation has improved because there is a
majority of seniors leaving at the beach
this year.

Biondi's wife Kathy Siano, who is
living next to the same group of girls for
the second year, said "The difference in
maturity between juniors and seniors is
astonishing".
"I respect Fairfield University and am
so grateful it's predominantly seniors this
year," said Siano.
She has noticed the maturation of her
neighbors, and said that "they try very
hard. They have parties, they're controlled.
They're adults".
Martha Milcarek, assistant vice president for public relations, said she had
anticipated a worse situation down the
beach then she encountered. Since the two
years of her position, she has "not received
any calls or complaints from people at the
beach," she said.
"There has been no need for me to be
involved," said Milcarek. She also said
that she "wish[ed] The Princeton Review
would catch up with the reality of improved
relationships" among year-round beach
residents, student beach residents, and the
school.
Melzer said the reputation of towngown relations is "in the hands of the
students".
"The students here are probably the
most polite and nicest students I've ever
seen, except when they drink," he said. And
while it may be a small portion of students
that repeatedly cause major disturbances,
Melzer said "that handful is what people
remember."
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BREAKING MEWS - FUSA ELECTIONS
Duffy wins FUSA
Presidency
by Joshua O'Connell
After hours of waiting, and
in front of a gathering of
over 200 people, the results
were made official: Paul
Duffy defeated Kevin
Neubauer in a large victory.
Duffy received 783 votes
while Neubauer received
370.
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Christmas movie magic

As finals wind down, treat yourself to one of these holiday hits
Elf

BY NICK CARUSO

For most of us, December can be more stressful than joyous. Finals are
rapidly approaching, gifts need to be bought for all of those "special" people and
preparations need to be made for the upcoming holidays. (Try to withhold the
anger telling you to strangle that fellow mall shopper who just stole your park
ing space.) After the presents are unwrapped and the pie has been eaten, try
to rest, relax and get into spirit of the season with some of these classic
holiday films.

National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
Chevy Chase is a comedic genius and some may even go as
far as calling him a god. Chase plays Clark Griswold, a husband
and father of two who wants to give his family a "Good old ,
fashioned Griswold family Christmas!" If you've seen any '
other installments of the "Vacation" series, you already know
that everything that could go wrong, does go wrong. Between
the two sides of the family fighting, the tree catching on fire and
frying the cat, nothing seems to go Clark's way. For the viewers,
this means a superb holiday treat filled with all the funny seasonal
mishaps possible. Better yet, they are happening to someone else! It
is Chase at his best and one of the all-time classic Christmas flicks.

Buddy the elf accuses a mall Santa, "You sit on a thrown of lies!" Hilarious
dialogue combined with SNL veteran Will Ferrell playing the role of Buddy?
Count me in! "Elf is the story of a North Pole resident who discovers that he
is actually a human being instead of a happy little toy maker. Venturing to New
York City to find his father (played by James Caan), the movie revolves around
Buddy's adventures and culture shock from entering the real world. Ferrell's
performance is outstanding and entertaining; truly an actor at the peak
of his career. "Elf is a must-see for all ages. It will also remind you
what the true holiday food groups really are: candy, candy canes,.
candy corn...and SYRUP!

How the Grinch Stole Christmas
Everyone knows the story of the cruel and nasty Grinch
(and if you don't, where do you come from?). Director
Ron Howard transformed the classic Dr. Seuss tale and put
it to.film creating the Who's "Whoville" on an entire sound
stage costing a larger-than-life budget. Jim Carrey amazed
viewers as the Grinch, the creature planning to steal the Whos'
favorite holiday.. .Christmas! The movie is sheer eye candy and
directorial bliss. Between Howard and Carrey, they created a book
adaptation (and festive feature!) like no other.

Bad Santa

The Nightmare Before Christmas
Although you might not want to watch this one with the grandparents
and Great Aunt Edna, "The Nightmare Before Christmas" is quite possibly
one of the most visually creative and underrated holiday movies to date.
Created entirely by the use of puppets, director Tim Burton combines
Halloween and Christmas to make a frighteningly delightful world where
each holiday has its own land. Jack Skellington becomes tired of the yearly
planning and preparations for Halloween. Feeling like life has no direction,
he stumbles across Christmas land and shares the idea with his fellow ghouls and
ghosts. Planning to kidnap Santa Clause,
he creates his own version of Christmas
until he realizes the true importance of the
season and struggles to fix the wrongs he
has done. "Nightmare" is much different
than most traditional warm-felt holiday
pictures and that's what makes this gem a
beauty.

Billy Bob Thornton at his absolute worst...and by that, I mean his
best. Holding the title for the most profanities in a Christmas film, "Bad
Santa" offends, disturbs and cracks up its entire audience (well, as long
as you aren't easily offended or disturbed). Thornton is Willie, a low-life,
sex-fiend drunk who makes a living as a mall Santa who robs the safes of
department stores every Christmas Eve. Along with his partner Marcus,
the two men take their scheme across the country, heisting a different mall
each year. In its own twisted way, "Bad Santa" does come full circle, as Willie
learns to appreciate the holiday while helping out a little boy who he ends up
living with. College students will rejoice at the viewing of "Santa;" however,
some adults should definitely be shielded from its vulgarity and repulsiveness.
Let's just say "Bad Santa" isn't just a clever name.

Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer (1964 version)

Known to some as "Claymation Rudolph," this
half-cartoon, half-animation made-for-TVmovie lights up screens each year, easily
hopping from generation to generation.
Home Alone
Although it first debuted in 1964 and there
Before Macaulay Culkin's drunk
is a cartoon remake featuring Jamie Lee
driving and possession of narcotics
Contributed photos
Curtis, Rick Moranis and Richard Dreycharges, he charmed audiences as
fus
(it's just not the same), you simply
Kevin McCallister,
the mischievously amusing little cannot go without viewing this at least once during the
prankster in "Home Alone." After holiday season. The abominable snowman adds the
his family accidentally leaves him perfect Christmas villain, but don't worry kids, Rudolph
home alone on Christmas during pulls through in the end. The movie's underlying theme
their vacation to Florida, Kevin is about accepting those who are different (reindeer can be
must protect his home from the so cruel) and its timelessness proves it is one of the ultimate
Wet Bandits, a duo of robbers holiday classics.
with a master plan to break into an
entire neighborhood. "Home Alone"
The Muppet's Christmas Carol
Everyone knows Scrooge's tale, how the grouchy
is a fan favorite to many
due to its combination of Christmas-hater redeems himself on one fatefully long
family comedy and the Christmas Eve night as he is visited by three ghosts, that
warm "family is the mean- of the past, future and present. Directed by Brian Hening of Christmas" message it son (shortly after creator Jim's death), The Muppets are
sends. It's the perfect movie legends to children young and old everywhere and are the
to watch while settled in by perfect bunch of puppets to tell such a well-known and
the tree. Just make sure uplifting holiday story. Kermit the Frog plays Bob Crachit,
to avoid the sequels like a poor hard working father who is struggling to financially
support his family through the season. With Gonzo and Rizzo's
the plague.
added humor, "The Muppet's Christmas Carol" is a wonderful
holiday hit for all to enjoy.
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"Director's Cut" showcases future Spielbergs
BY ASHLEY PHAN

"Also, the directors often asked for ideas and encouraged us to make strong choices.
From the audition to the final show, they were all incredibly supportive and appreciative
and made this experience relaxing and extremely enjoyable," she said.
Carly St. Pierre, an actor in one of the plays entitled "Alarms," agreed.
"Having a student director [Laura Small] felt like working and rehearsing with a
friend," said St. Pierre. "She made the environment actor-friendly and really conducive to
experimenting. I felt comfortable asking questions, whereas sometimes, in bigger productions, it's difficult for a director to oversee everything."

While most Theatre Fairfield productions showcase the actors as the "stars" of the
show, the spotlight of this weekend's show, Director's Cut, was on 13 students who each
directed a one-act play.
The sold-out event that took place on Dec. 9, 11 and 12 at the PepsiCo Theatre featuring 38 actors proved to be an excellent opportunity for student directors to showcase their
artistic ability while providing entertainment for students, professors, family members
and friends.
"The performances were fantastic, piecing together 13 different plays into one fluid
show is difficult and all the casts and the crew did a fantastic job," said Casey Regan '07,
an actor in the one-act play entitled "Arabian Nights."
The directors, students of Dr. Martha LoMonaco's directing class, included seniors Jill
Amato, Nicholas Benaquista, Tara Bracken, Bill Bria, Cait Davis, Tim Eberle, Ryan Farias,
Laura Small, Dede Tabak, and Christopher Taggart as well as juniors Weston Wilson, Kara
Ryan, and Brian McAllister.
These students proved to be more than qualified to take on the responsibility of directing one-act plays of their choice.
All of these students are either theatre majors or minors who have studied theatre
for numerous years by taking several courses in acting, design, stagecraft, theatre history, literature and textual analysis and have been involved in numerous Theatre Fairfield
productions, according to LoMonaco, chair of the department of visual and performing
arts/resident director.
LoMonaco said the event was a chance for these students to "test their talents as directors."
The test proved to be a success.
"I went to both performances, and I was very impressed overall," said Alissa Fritz
'06. "It was obvious that most of the directors made extremely strong choices that made
a big difference in their plays. I think the student directors did a terrific job."
The actors in the performances felt that student directors did an excellent job with
their responsibility as directors.
"Everyone applied excellent effort and the outcome was commendable," said Tess
Brown '07, an actor in the one-act play entitled "Loyalties."
"Theater Fairfield harbors some amazing talent," Brown said. "I was in awe of fie
work displayed and very proud to be a part of 'Director's Cut.'"
"All of the directors put so much effort into this production," said Regan. "If they KK
1
weren't having rehearsal they'd be talking about their cast and they were constantly doing evaluations for one another and themselves. Bill Bria, my director, put a lot of effort
f
J
ttl
into making sure rehearsals were at a time conducive to all of our schedules and he did a
fantastic job working with different levels of experience."
"""■
Student directors, who had been rehearsing with their actors since the beginning of
Wo' « r m
November, were required to have at least 25 hours of rehearsal time each week. Since
there were 13 casts, students were not always able to practice in the PepisCo Black Box
theatre, so they resorted to rehearsals in the dance studio, design studio and sometimes 1 EEs11
9
even in the basements of townhouses, according to Regan.
Student performers agreed that by being involved in student directed plays they were
Chris Donato/The Mirror
able to have more involvement in the artistic process of their performances.
Cut!: Deena Crimaldi, Kristen Wllkens and Neil Patrick O'Toole performing "Naomi in the
"Because the show was student-directed rehearsals were more laid back in the sense Living Room, below: Nick Smaligo pins Tim King to a table, while Theodora Livadiotis
that I felt more free to ask questions and give input," said Regan.
looks on.
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Open mic, chocolate prove irresistable
BY ASHLEY PHAN

While most students spent the early hours of Friday
night either in their dorms, townhouses or at the beach,
some students chose to trek to the Levee in the downpour
to take advantage of free musical entertainment and chocolate fondue.
On Friday, Dec. 10 at 8 p.m., FUS A sponsored another
open mic night at the Levee which gave students a convenient opportunity to showcase their musical talent in a
relaxed atmosphere.
Booths in the Levee were rearranged in order to provide a stage for the performers. With the best seats in the
house already taken at 8 p.m., over 40 students chose to sit
on the pool table and even the floor in order to get a better
view of the free performances.
The event was hosted by the Mickey Cooper band
comprised of John Velotta '07 on drums, Joe Takacs on bass,
and Mickey Cooper on guitar/vocals. The band opened the
night with a variety of original songs as well as covers of
U2's "With or Without You" and a unique rendition of "The

Davis '08, and Dolan Ghost comprised of Nick Shifrin
'08 on guitar/vocals, Louie Jannetty '08 on keyboard,
Bo Moore '07 on second guitar/vocals and Ashley Kenney on bass/vocals.
Performers, as well as audience members, found
the event to be a great success.
"I thought it went extremely well," said Mickey
Cooper, lead singer and guitarist for the Mickey Cooper
band. "I love playing for colleges. The audience can
relate better to my songs and they really got into it.
These are the people I am aiming to please."
Nicole Williams '06 was also very pleased with
the performances.
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
"Mike Davis rocked, and I came for the chocolate!"
Rocking out the Levee: Open Mic Night once again provided
said Williams as she continued to eat chocolate covered
a night of free entertainment, as well as free food, for students
willing to venture out into the rain last Friday night.
marshmallows and pretzels that were provided free at
the event.
Performers and students felt that Fairfield should
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air" theme.
After 45 minutes of playing, the stage was then opened offer events more events like open mic night on campus.
"They should do this more often because it gives kids
up to all other willing performers who were allowed 15
more of an opportunity to perform on campus in a friendly
minutes of stage time at their discretion.
Other performers included Brad Caliman '08, Mike environment," said Davis.
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Stay in the spirit
It's almost everyone's favorite time of
year, and it certainly is up there for me. Although there aren't fireworks on Christmas,
family traditions keep me in the spirit.
Because we're all suffering through
final exams and cramming our heads with
information that we "should have been
studying all semester long" (never quite
mastered that), it's easy to put Christmas
on the backburner. If it weren't for some
holiday-crazy friends putting up trees in
townhouses and stringing lights, I could see
myself returning home as Charlie Brown
after finals. Thanks guys.
But I'm not letting those pesky tests ruin
this season. I can't wait to race to my cousins'
house in snowy Vermont, December 21 (at
my grandma-pace of a steady 55 miles per
hour), to spend Christmas with my family
and cousins. And there's no way that just
because I'm 20, I'm letting go of the Christmas spirit quite yet. They're silly things, but
the traditions I love seem to bring me back
to a time of Cabbage Patch Kids, Skip-It,
slap bracelets, jellies, Rainbow Bright and
My Buddy.
.._...
Putting the angel on the top of the tree
has always given me that warm holiday feeling. I suppose because I was the only girl in
the family, my Pa let me climb up the ladder
and onto his shoulders, almost tumbling into
the tree, year after year. Okay, so I can't
climb on anyone's shoulders easily anymore,
but I still get that angel up there.
Every Christmas, my brothers and
male cousins got Hess trucks (remember
the song? "Na, na, na, na, the Hess truck's
back!") Even though the receivers are all
six feet tall now, the Hess trucks showed
up under the tree last year. I have to admit,
I can't wait to find out whether the boys will
get pickup, dump, or fire trucks this year.
My Grammie made all thirteen of us
stockings at birth, or when married into
the family. Every Christmas Eve, we take
turns putting our personalized stockings up
the staircase (there are too many of us to
squeeze them on the fireplace). It wouldn't
be Christmas for me without these.
I know that most of you will be arriving home this year on the verge of mental
breakdowns from stress. But remember,
you're allowed to step out of your college
life role, and step back into the life of a kid.
Bring your own family traditions back. It's
amazing how easily it can put your whole
family back into the Christmas mindset,
even if everyone is growing up.
So always put out cookies and beer for
Santa (I found out this wasn't a normal tradition in third grade). Make hot chocolate and
see who can pile on the most marsh mellows
without overflowing the mug. Play Pictionary and charades until someone cries (admittedly not our best tradition). Make igloos in
your backyard. Just don't let yourself forget
how it felt to run down the stairs Christmas
morning, to find all of your My Little Ponies
in a new barn, or a stuffed animal of your
favorite dinosaur. Little Foot.

Editor: Kelly Sheehan
E-mail: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Seagulls and turkeys and skunks*.
Oh my!
BY MATTHEW BUFFARDI

Fairfield's campus has many new sights
this year: the construction of the welcome
center, the new president, the resurrection of
skateboarders and skunks. Yes, skunks!
"They're everywhere!" said Mark Montaruli '07. "Walking back from the library,
up to the townhouses, or even to Sunday
night mass at the Egan Chapel. Everywhere
I go, I run into Skunks."
John Gallagher '06 says he is scared
of skunks.
"At night, 1 always keep an eye on
bushes looking for movement," said Gallagher.
So is the skunk popu
lation really increasing
on campus?
Paul Miller of
the Animal Control
Center of Fairfield
says yes.
Miller says the
skunk population
works in a wave-like
manner. In a given region, the number of skunks
is directly proportional to the rate of
skunks infected with rabies. Skunk
population differs each year, and follows
a continous cycle. A year with a high
population is followed by a year with a low
population.
This year, the Animal Control Center of
Fairfield has put down 18 skunks infected

with rabies, a high number,
compared to the six they put
down last year.
"A number this high
of rabies cases indicates a
period of skunk population
at its peak," said Miller.
Because of this, should
students, like Gallagher, feel
threatened by the influx of
skunks on campus?
According to Skunk
Infor, a wildlife control services Web site,
skunks are dangerous. They are nocturnal
animals and known for "spraying" a foul
smelling vapor. The animals do this as a
defense mechanism when they feel threatened.
sprayed by a
become ill.
Symptoms
include
nausea, vomiting and burning
of the eyes and
skin. While these
symptoms remain
for a few hours, the
skunk can leave an
Contributed Photo
odor with a person for
days.
But Fairfield's Public Safety represenative David Salthouse said skunks on campus
are not a problem. Salthouse disagreed with
Miller and said that although it seems like
there is an influx of skunks on campus, there

Contributed Photo

actually hasn't been an increase.
He said that because Fairfield is planting a large number of grass seeds, skunks
are more visible when they come out to eat
the seeds. Because there is no skunk road
kill on campus Salthouse believes this is a
good sign there has not been an increase in
the population.
"In recent history, there have been
no reported incidents of a skunk harming
anyone on campus," he said. "A skunk is
more scared of a person than a person is
of it. At sight of a human, they usually just
run for cover."
As long as the skunks remain harmless,
Salthouse said, the school does not have any
further plans to rid the campus of them. He
said they are not worth the trouble if they are
not harming members of the university.
If skunks were to become a problem in
the future, "Fairfield University would most
likely call in a private pest control to trap,
not exterminate, the skunks on campus,"
according to Salthouse.

Get creative! Taking studying to new places
BY JESSICA PRAMER

Running out of places to cram for
exams? Everywhere seems too crowded?
Studying for finals can become even more
tedious when you have to study in the same
place over and over again.
While Fairfield isn't as interesting as
New York City, where college students can
choose to study at a wide array of coffee
shops or parks, it does have appealing spots
on campus. It is possible to find a place
where you can hide away and fully concentrate. But watch out for those places that are
overflowing with distractions.
Most students say they study in their
rooms, houses, or at the library. Shannon
Cummings '06 says she is a frequent visitor
to the library during finals.
"I like to study in the big chairs by the
window because they are comfortable, and
if you get too tired and bored you can watch
all the people walk by," said Cummings.
Maybe the crowded library isn't the
best place to go during this busy time of
year. Many students also say that they find it
nearly impossible to get work accomplished
at their desks when there are so many distractions only a click away on the computer.
Stalking people by their away messages,
reading email, online shopping and checking

favorite websites are only a few of the
preferred ways to procrastinate.
For those of you who can avoid the
temptation: good for you. For everyone
else (the upperelassmen who need a new
study spot and the underclassmen who
can't find one) here are some unique ideas
that some students recommended.
If you're in a club, utilize its meeting place or office. Jessica DiBuono '06,
a FUSA member, says she does all her
work.in the FUSA office.
"It is close to my dorm and quiet, but
not too quiet," said DiBuono. "It's also
relatively close to Jazzman's so I can get
coffee when I want, and it's got a really
comfy couch."
Not crazy enough for you? Just
follow Evan Berard '07 to the laundry
rooms.
"You get the best washers and dryers,
and why not?" said Berard. "Guys don't
do laundry, so the constant flow of girls
coming in and out provides you with builtin study breaks. By the time you're done,
your clothes are clean, your work is done,
and you have lots of numbers in your cell
phone for dates."
Jackie Macchi '07 loves to study on
sunny days at the Japanese Gardens, which
are located next to Bellarmine Hall.

Steven M. Andrews/The Mirror

"Sometimes when I have difficulty
studying because I can't stay focused, I go to
there to take a break from all the disruptions
around me and really focus," said Macchi.
"It's comforting to sit on the rocks and it's
secluded enough that I can't become too
easily distracted."
While studying for finals, get creative.
If you're someone who is easily distracted,
branch out from traditional crowded study
spots like Jazzman's, the Stag, the first floor
of the BCC, and the library.
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Don't let stress ruin your holiday season
up and getting home to do everything in one
day can be mind-boggling to anyone."
It's supposed to be the most wonderful
Being at school and having to focus
time of year. A time filled with Christmas on finals during the season is what students
shopping, holiday parties, baking cookie, complain about most. They try to balance
and caroling. But these Christmas traditions their work with preparations for the holiseem not to be at the top of the "to do" lists days.
for most Fairfield students.
"I love Christmas and I love Christmas
Many students feel that stress is over- shopping," said Meghanne Malinowski '06.
whelming during the holiday season, espe- "On top of studying for finals, I try to work
as much as possible so that I will be able to
cially during finals week.
"Everyone is stressed around the holi- get Christmas presents for my family."
days so the students are in a world of holiday
This year, final examinations begin on
energy," said Jeanne DiMuzio, director of Dec. 15 and end on the 23, leaving most
the office of Wellness and Prevention. "TV students with only one entirely stress-free
ads, anticipation of seeing friends and fam- day before the Christmas holiday.
ily, gift buying, doing well on finals, packing
However, the stress does not end on the
23 of Dec. for all students.
Most will still experience anxiety waiting for
their final grades to be
entered onto Stagweb.
Professors have up to 72
hours after a final exam
period before they must
enter final grades for
students.
"I have two finals
on the last day and I
know I'm going to spend
Christmas day constantly
checking to see what my
grade is," said Shawna
Murray '06. "It's just
not how I want to spend
Chris Donato/The Mirror
my Christmas."
Mrs. D gives hand massages to help students relax on
This time of the
Tuesday in the lower level of the BCC.
year, when to-do lists
BY ASHLEY PHAN

get a little overwhelming,
students are reminded to not
take on too much. Try buying
your presents online, or mailing your Christmas cards during study breaks. Stress-free
holiday activities can actually
help you do better on exams,
as long as you fit them in during appropriate times.
Overwhelming stress can
lead to both physical and mental health risks. These risks,
according to DiMuzio, could
ultimately lead to suicide.
"Stress is a contributing
factor to depression which
is linked to suicide, both
here and in other countries,"
DiMuzio said. "The expectations placed on students by
their folks and even themselves, can be far reaching and
when push comes to shove,
the stress factor pushes them Glenn Gannon and Justin Hopkins '08 make stress
into a depression that sees only balls on a study break in the lower level on the BCC
on Tuesday.
one way out."
DiMuzio does not recommend pulling
"The short lived 'perk' from caffeine
all-nighters to "manage" stress because a only brings the body even further down in
lack of sleep can lower your immune system its fatigue," she said.
making you more susceptible to infection.
DiMuzio offers several suggestions for
"I always feel incredibly rundown students when coping with stress during
when I get home for Christmas break," said finals week this year.
Michelle Kolind '06. "I get so little sleep
"Drink lots of water," she said. "Get
during finals week because I attempt to pull plenty of sleep. You will study better, write
all-nighters to add more studying time."
better and test better with seven to eight
DiMuzio also suggests that students hours of solid sleep per day."
avoid caffeine.

? Athena?
Mike's Pizza OR Primo Pizza?
My place m. yours

You voted. The results are in.
It's twelve pages of burger-eating,
movie-watching, condom-buying fun.
-n
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Attending Fairfield University, black-out styl
BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

The next time you start to think, "I'm
a nice dude, with some nice dreams," you
should question whether your actions last
night were actually a dream or a reality. The
black-out - Fairfield style - may definitely
be the culprit of your temporary amnesia,
and you wish you could remember what the
heck you did last night. You should think
about it. Take a second. You are probably
guilty of a few things that you would never
have done sober.
1. You recognize that
Tuesday,

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday
are all days meant to black-out. Sundays
and Mondays are dedicated to football.
2. You have said to your friends; "I
am getting so black-out tonight" before the
night even begins. It is apparent the NY
Mets executives like the black-out also, so
you figure it's okay for you to join in on
the fun. You could be the next Pedro, but
English-speaking of course.
3. You have said "I am so black-out
right now" right in the middle of your
black-out.
4. You will drink anything to get you
hammered and love it.
5. You fart in the bar and blame it on
the person next to you.
6. You don't smoke at all, but you do
tonight.
7. The drunker you get, the closer the
hello-cheek-kisses get to the other person's
mouth.
8. You cram into the
ladies' bathroom at the
Seagrape and fight to
get to the mirror to
fix your eyeliner,
eye shadow, lipstick and to brush
your hair.
9. You have
no idea who you
introduced yourself
to last night, so why
should tonight be
any different?

10. You are too lazy to use the bathroom
inside, so you go outside and pee on the side
of the house - clearly in the black-out stage
of thinking you're Ron Jeremy.
11. You have been ticketed for an open
container, littering, public disturbance, or
public urination and/or have been arrested
for fighting, underage drinking, etc. at some
point.
12. You get jealous your boyfriend/girlfriend is talking to someone else besides
you and arrange for them to be kicked out
of the house immediately - even if it's not
your house.
13. You invited someone to your Christmas party whom did not originally receive
an invitation.
14. You went to the Seagrape's Christmas party and didn't care that only 15 people
were there because that meant no lines,
pushing, spilling and more booze for you.
15. You stumble, dance with, or fall on
top of your friends while singing Mariah
Carey Christmas songs.
16. You think it's funny to rip off
people's side mirrors or hit their car with
your fist - or better yet, drive into it drunk
and pretend you did not get a DUI.
17. You think it's even funnier to pee on
town residents' front lawns - since the goal
is to never have Clam Jam ever again.
18. You settled for your second choice
hookup just because your first choice went
home with another blacked-out person
- probably your roommate.
19. You hooked up with an ex just be-

Send in Cheers & Boos
themirror@stagweb.fairfeid
To dinner at Archie Moore's... to the Christmas
smell... to vegitarian sushi... to our Christmas
tree... to saying "jiggy" out of context... to
townhouse 56 family reunion... to YOUR
FACE... to my pal Courtney... to get Mickey in
the mail... to Paul, my reading day buddy... to
"Meet Joe Black," the peanut butter scene and
the boy from the coffee shop at 4 a.m... to going
home for the holidays... to Peaches, good luck...
to drinking with professors three times in one
week... to Brian Lu^vig... to Peanut's hair...
to goodie bags from admissions... to re-gifts,
hey, it was a nice thought... to Caitlin's cute
cards... to Jaquisha for falling out of someone elses lofted bed and face-planting on a chair!... to the Zoo Christmas party... to Virginia kicking joe in the balls...
to the bar and mixmasters greg and karel...
to zoo-aid, the zoo shot, and the vetrovec special... to kicking in and breaking your own door'and not remembering the next morning... to cliques... to "it could
always be worse"... to baking cookies and
putting them in mailboxes... to Jen and Coke...
to bathroom sesh... to Liz's purple lighter,
it's been through so much... to "hi, how are
you? hi, how high are you?"... to Cheers and
Booze... to pickles... to sweet and sour sauce
all over my body... to "fa-fa" and crackers... to
Dance Dance Revolution... to recovery peloozas... to the semester being over... to Christmas
coming... to Florence, Italy next semester... to

getting the hell out of Fairfield... to getting out
of Claver... to Mario Party and Mario Kart...
to tap dancing... to holiday cheer... to getting
an extra page... to Chris Martin... to Caitlin
Ledwith... to Emily Faherty, the PA kids... to
the ND crew coming back from abroad, UVA,
Washington Co and traveling around the world
on a ship!... to reggae music at 3 a.m... to the'
beautiful girl who I am in love with... to "mud,
mud, I love mud. I'm absolutely positively wild
about mud. Yon can't go around it, you have to
go through it! Beautiful, fabulous, super duper
mud!"... to Kairos III, go on it, it will change
your life., to FRIENDS SEASONS... to secret
santas... to moms in New Hampshire.,, to a
great spring semester... to SNOWBOARDING
season... to someone leaving MG... to meet me
at Mary's place, we're gonna have a party... to
curly hair... to boys with curly hair... to "The
Night Before Christmas"... to puking under
kitchen sinks... to getting drunk off two beers...
to not throwing up after Sunday's party... to
B, A, J and K... to P and R... to B and O...
to flowery shirts, sorry... to the best cookie
batches ever (fnuahaha)... to cookie dough...
to good friends, good food, good times... to
being in the BCC until darkness... to "Well, it's
nighttime!"... to writing free breaks... to Steve
Andrews knowing a LOT about American
Girl dolls, it's really weird, and his favorite is
Samantha... to Steve knowing the decades of
the dolls as well.

cause you could and know for sure they're
on birth control.
20. You talked dirty with your hookup,
may even have had unprotected sex, and
have no intention of calling her/him ever
again.
21. You assumed your hookup would
go home after the little session, but then
he/she is passed out in your extremely large
twin-sized bed.
22. You are forced to do the Walk of
Shame, and have to pass by at least three
other houses where you had done the same
thing only last week.
23. You do not know how you got the
bruises on your legs and arms and hope to
God it was because you were stealing food
or booze from someone else's house and fell
into bushes on the way home.
24. Dominoes is closed because it is
now 4 a.m., so you go home and eat bread,
cheese, left-overs, eggs, grilled cheese, or
macaroni, pound more drinks or water, and
then crawl up to bed to pass out.
25. You go to bed with the same clothes,
your make-up still on, and wake up to
streaks of eyeliner and mascara on your
face and pillow.
26. You sign online the next morning
and put up an "I am really hurting today, and
if you saw me out last night, please tell me
what I did" away message.
27. You have absolutely no intention
of saying hello to people you talked to last
night when you see them at the library, because you don't remember the conversation

Monday at 5 p.m.!
Mail: Box AA

To doing unit plans at midnight... to the earth
being round... to final tests and papers in English classes... to James not having cheers and
boos.... to getting locked out of offices... to boo
to you... to my awful picture, but thanks for the
time spent Christopher... to the bread monster...
toComm, in general... to double majoring... to
Petro for going to bed at 11... to the lake in front
of the Setback... to DC... to people who cheer'
themselves (i.e. Brian Ludwig)... to parallel
parking at the townhouses... to Samson, you're
a freak of nature, go back to NC... to organge
juice containers going up in flames... to people
who can't hold their liquor puking everywhere
in the bathroom and on the backporch of the
Zoo... to Adam and his drunken-rage pillow
smothering tendencies... to Brian... to Saint
Joe's... to i.e., e.g., and a.k.a. mess ups. learn
the difference... to 30 year olds who think
they're still in college... to drama... to missing
the concert with Mike and John... to the worst
RA ever... to Mary Beth choking me... to not
having to watch the Wiggles today, .just kidding... to the boys going abroad... to a rough
semester... to having to write a 25 page paper, a
15 page paper, and then a 10 page paper (NOT
kidding)... to freak outs... to getting distracted
by the new Lord of the Rings... tq the 2 hours
and 45 min of "Meet Joe Black"7liat sucked...
to not being able to find a Grineh pitcure... to
Hot Potato Hot Potato!... to not believeing in
anything, I wannabe someone who believes...

to being so hungry in Bayers class... to finals
being worth a TON of the final grade... to
the library being a social scene, go to the bar
and bring your books... to missing Hop... to
not cheering 56... to not cheering TS... to not'
cheering "hi, my name is Joe. and I work in
a button factory"... to FU. not Fairfield U... to
being cold... to being freezing... to dying of
hypothermia... to fat T... to Fran and Laura...
to not getting my check jerkstores... to Burinf
for procrastinating and then just skiping out..',
to certain editors making the Campus Life
editor bleed, this has gone on long enough... to
crap:., to forgetting boos... to YOUR FACE...
to never having any money... to not cheering
Joe King coming to visit me tonight... to not
cheering him letting everyone use his Stag
card for dinner... to the goo not being sticky...
to not cheering CNey's hair... to not cheering
Tara's hair... to not cheering Katie's hair... to not
cheering Katie's reffing of the hair... to "what,
she still has her hair?"- Steve Andrews... to
not cheering Brian Lynch... to always putting
a "C" at the end of "Mark"... to both Katie's cars
being sick... to my worst nightmare. Nick... to
having no job prospects EVER... to Georgetown... to nervousness regarding college apps...
to late finals... to filling out post bacc apps... to
ERI testing.... to the monkey boy we found on
Fairfied Beach Road... to the bad carrot (did
you know if you eat too much carrots, your feet
will turn oranse? true story)., the end.
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Ashleigh B. Egan - Managing Editor
Eileen Arnold - Commentary Editor
Alicia Cuttonaro- Assistant Commentary Editor

Cheers and boos
CHEERS to the university for putting more effort
into stopping academic dishonesty. Cheating is pervasive in any competitive atmosphere and will only
come to a stop when there are sufficient penalties to
stop people from feeling the risk is worth the reward.
However, the administration must make sure that the
enforcement is uniform across all schools and majors.
There is no sense to having a policy which is only given
consideration by professors who feel like it.
BOOS to the lengthy finals schedule. We understand that the school is often left to the whims of the
calendar when deciding on how to schedule finals, but
being in a classroom until late afternoon on Dec. 23
is unacceptable. For students who have to fly home
or drive a long distance, this is really unfair. Many
schools are let out a week earlier by fitting all the tests
into a single week. This is the type of system that
Fairfield should look into. While it would certainly be
difficult to completely revamp the system, the complaints should not come as a surprise to the university.
They've known for years that letting everyone out late
is a hassle and should either schedule more tests into
each day or come up with another solution that is mutually beneficial for students, teachers and the administration.
CHEERS to the holiday spirit here on campus. Everyone is stressed out and tired, waiting for that last test
to be able to leave. That hasn't stopped a palpable holiday spirit from appearing, though. The campus center is
decorated festively, the residence halls are all lit up and
even the beach has gotten into the spirit, where many
houses have been decorated. One problem is that except
for a single Kwanzaa event, there has not been much
evidence of any holiday celebrations beyond Christmas.
Even though people of religions other than Christianity
only take up a small percentage of the Fairfield population, their annual traditions should not be ignored.

Editor: Eileen Arnold
E-mail: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

"Unswum" hero of the diving team
To the Editor:
Let me start off by saying that I am glad to
see that someone is finally taking the time to write
about Fairfield's dive team. However, I do feel that
you should have looked a little bit closer at the rest
of the team.
When I read the article "Diving into the Spotlight" one sentence caught my eye especially, "Penwell has been the top diver for the Stags this season."
Rob Penwell is a great diver and may be leading the
men's team, but maybe someone should have taken a
little time to look at senior Chrissie Mayr.
Yes she may be a girl, and therefore not as fun
to write about, but she broke our school's 3-meter
record her freshman year and has qualified for
ECAC's (Eastern College Athletic Conference) all
four years. Last year, Mayr was the first Fairfield

diver or swimmer to ever medal at the ECAC meet.
During the 2004 MACC competition Mayr broke
Loyola's pool record for the 1-meter event during
preliminaries.
Most recently at the December 4 meet against
Siena, Mayr placed first on both boards. Mayr is
the only senior on the dive team and even though
she has been a crucial part of this team's success she has never been recognized for any of her
achievements. I know this piece was a spotlight
piece and don't mean to take away from Rob
Penwell's success, I just feel that it should be made
known that there is a women's team and that Chrissie Mayr's accomplishments should not have been
so easily overlooked.
Sincerely,
Michaela Chatel '05

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
MARY BOEHMER

What do you want for Christmas?

"Heidi Klum."

"Good grades."

-MarcYeo'05

- Meg Caffee '06

"Adidas sneakers- grey and
white

- Brenna
McEntee'08

"To help the people ofNicaragua: we already raised
$700!"
- Paul Duffy '05

The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board. What is your opinion?
Write to us: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR

"A teapot, a suitfor my

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

interviews and Sex and
the City season four!"
- Elaine McCauley
"We want a digital camera
like the one you 're taking our
picture with!"
-- Randi Bozzello, Colleen
Mannix, Emily Martucci '08
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The nativity: damaging or symbolic:}
Jesus' birth has nothing to do with his life and ministry
BY STEVEN

M.

ANDREWS

of Paul to various Christian communities, written about
twenty years after his death. Not a single one of them
mentions Jesus' miraculous birth. The Gospel of Mark,
which almost all biblical scholars maintain to be the earliest written account of Jesus' life (though at least 30-40
years after his death), completely foregoes any stories
before Jesus' baptism as an adult. In fact, of the four
canonical gospels, only Matthew and Luke even have accounts of Jesus' birth. In them, there are clear discrepancies which cannot be reconciled.
The first hint that what was written is merely a con-

It's that special time of the year again, when the
snow falls and the holiday music plays endlessly. Parents
tell their children that annual myth about a certain special
man, and despite its fantastic nature, the kids believe
every word of it. No, I'm not talking about Santa Claus,
I'm talking about the birth of Jesus.
A Newsweek poll released last week revealed that
67 percent of Americans accept the story of the nativity
as historical fact. I'm astounded at the way people
perpetuate an event they know so little about. Such
ignorance in the past has led to some horrible
events. The Crusades were initiated recapture the
Holy Land from the Muslims. The knights rushed
to secure sites like Jesus' manger and killed thousands along the way. It's too bad so many people
died for something that not only is historically
innacurate, but doesn't matter that much theologically either. For the basic Christian faith, the way
he was born should have nothing to do with what
he accomplished later in life.
The nativity accounts are an attempt by the
authors of the gospels of Matthew and Luke to
j^e facts: Jesus wasn't born in a manger,
retroactively link Jesus with the Messiah who the Jews
struct and not actual history occurs in the opening lines
were waiting for by connecting him with ancient scripture of Matthew. He offers a genealogy which claims to trace
in incorrect ways. For first century Jews, this Messiah
Jesus back to David through his father, Joseph. His list
was expected to take control of their people, fight off the
is separated by major events in Jewish history. He goes
Romans, and restoring their temple in Jerusalem. By
from the patriarch Abraham to David, then from David
establishing him as the Messiah it makes his message
to the time of the Babylonian exile, then from the exile
supercede Moses' original law, by offering updates and
to Jesus' birth. Matthew distorts the order of genealogy
clarifications. The only person Jews could accept as
found-in the book of Chronicles specifically to separate
closer to God than Moses would be someone of the line
each major age into 14 generations. This shows that
of King David, an explicit requirement for Messiah.
Matthew is saying that Jesus' birth is just as significant as
The writing closest to Jesus' time are the letters

David's. Luke tries his hand at his own genealogy, this
time tracing Joseph's line all the way back to Adam, the
first man. Despite trying to tie Jesus to the same family,
it differs from Matthew's version. The Church has been
trying to explain away this inconsistency for thousands of
years and has yet to produce anything satisfying.
Matthew says numerous times that Jesus is fulfilling ancient prophecy. However, he simply makes mistakes along the way which show he altered Jesus' history
in order to make him fit the mold of these prophecies.
His first attempt in the first chapter of his gospel proves
his ignorance. He makes a reference to words
spoken "by the Lord, through the prophet: Look, the
virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they shall
name him Emmanuel." (1:23) Let's first ignore the
simple fact that Jesus was not named Emmanuel.
Matthew is basing his quote off of a Greek translation of an ancient Jewish writing, the Book of Isaiah. And the Greek translator got it wrong. Where
the Greek version uses the word "virgin" the Jewish
simply uses the word for "young woman." Also,
looking at the context of the quote, it is not meant
as a future prophecy, it is talking about a child being
born to a king of Judah, it has nothing to do with the.
irror
Messianic expectancy.
The story of Jesus' birth was critical for firstcentury Jews who expected him to be the one who would
free them from foreign rule. Seeing how the gospel writers used the story, scholars can get a good idea of what
they believed about Jesus and thought of his teaching, but
most people know nothing of the details. The idea of the
nativity has launched countless plays and Christmas tunes
every year. But just as everyone eventually reveals the
truth in the story of Santa Claus, we should learn not to
accept the nativity as fact forever.

If you lose the symbolism, you lose the message
BY EILEEN ARNOLD

fact. The poll is unrevealing though, because it doesn't
ask if people accept parts of the story or the entire story.
For instance, Jesus' birth (which is confirmed by Roman
records) is affirmed by all Christians since Christianity is
an historical religion. A kindly inn-keeper may not be accepted by that same majority. There is no way to express
that in the poll that Newsweek took.

I always remember there being something fishy
about Santa Claus. When I was sick during Christmas
one time Santa made a special visit to me. When I asked
to see his reindeer he said they couldn't come because
there "wasn't enough snow." At the time, I was living in
Utah; there was easily two and a half feet of snow on the
ground outside.
As I grew older and investigated the matter, I
found out that St. Nicholas, on whom Santa Claus
is based, was a real person who was present at the
Council of Nicea, which produced the Nicene Creed
recited at every Catholic Mass. Of course, St. Nicholas didn't climb down chimneys or make reindeer fly,
but he became a symbol for good will, generosity and
peace.
A lot of the historical details were too complicated for me, or children my age, to grasp though, so
we're told about a man in a red suit instead, knowing
James School/The Mirror
that the more complex information is available for
The
big
picture:
There's
truth
in
the
narrative.
mature adults if they want to learn about it. The story
is based on fact though, and even if it's not historically
truthful to St. Nicholas, both the historical truth and the
This is important, because the fact that Jesus was
symbol has evolved into an important part of the Christborn for Christians is just as essential as his life and minmas tradition.
istry. The other details aren't as essential. All autobiogThe same holds true for the story of the nativity. If
raphies of great people include their birth and early life.
you were raised Christian (or watched A Charlie Brown's
This should be undoubtedly true of the man on which
Christmas) then you're probably familiar with the mainChristianity is based.
stream nativity story which includes birth in a manger,
Christians accept on faith that Jesus Christ is the
the wise men, singing Angels, and shepherds.
Son of God. However, some disagree on when that
The polls in Newsweek show that a grand majorownership of Jesus by God occurred. From the Gospel of
ity of Americans believe that this nativity is historical
John, we get before time, from Matthew and Luke we get

his birth, the Gospel of Mark tells us it's the moment of
his baptism and the early Christian writings assert that it
wasn't until the event of his Resurrection.
The Resurrection is an essential element of the
Christian faith because it is the moment when our salvation was guaranteed. It was the founding moment of
Christianity. However, the events of Jesus' birth reflect
the same importance. There couldn't have been a resurrection without a birth. The birth of Jesus has also come
to symbolize love, tenderness, peace and salvation. As
Linus would say, "That's what Christmas is all about
Charlie Brown."
Even if the nativity story is not always based
on fact, I don't think anyone would want to loose that
symbolism by killing the story. The nativity is a simpler
story than the debates that surround it, yet the message
hasn't sunk in (as evinced by the state of the world). This
is reason enough to keep the narrative in the tradition as
is, even though I encourage everyone to learn as much as
possible about the history of the faith as well.
The facts may never be worked out amongst scholars simply because we can't go back in time to verify
the narratives. Believers should be aware of this trial
and what the facts may be, but this debate will probably
continue until the end of time. In the meantime, when the
facts are not accessible, the symbolism provided by the
nativity is.
In my Saints and Sinners class with Dr. Lakeland I
was told that some books are factual and some books are
true. Happily, the Bible is a true book, symbolic in a lot
of ways, but also based on fact. For a religion to transcend and continue, which Christianity has, I think that's
the way it should be.
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Deng Gai '05 tallied his second double-double of the season,
scoring 23 points and grabbing 13 rebounds in the Stags 68-53
victory over Harvard. The Stags also tallied 15 steals while Gai
added six blocks on the night.
Last Saturday, Michael Bell '06 scored a team-high 18 points
in Fairfield University's 84-68 loss to Fordham University.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Stephanie Cziria
SPORT: Basketball

WOMEN'S SOCCER

The Fairfield University women's soccer team was honored by the National Soccer Coaches Association of America
(NSCAA) for the fourth straight year by earning the NSCAA/
Adidas Team Academic Award.
The Stags were one of 363 teams to earn the honor after
posting a team GPA of 3.26 during the 2003-04 academic year.
In order to be eligible for the honor, teams must maintain a
combined GPA of at least 3.0 for the entire 2003-04 academic
year.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

The women's basketball team fell to the University of
Hartford, 65-55, Monday evening at the Reich Family Pavilion.
Janelle McManus '05 scored 20 points, connected on 8-of-16
from the field, grabbing five rebounds as well as handing out
two assists. Freshman Stephanie Cziria also played well for the
Stags, coming off the bench to score 16 points and grabbing
nine rebounds in 26 minutes of playing time. With the loss, the
Stags fell to 2-6 overall.

YEAR: 2008
HOMETOWN: Townsend,
MA

Against Hartford, Cziria came off the
bench to score a collegiate-career high 16
points as well as grabbing nine rebounds
during just 26 minutes of playing time.
Do you know someone who should be named Athlete of the Week?
E-mail in your suggestions to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Oeliuereti...
Which one of These
Great Tasting Pizzas Do
You Want - Tonight?
Free Cheesy Bread or
Free Cinna Stix or
Free Bread Stix
With the purchase of any Large or X-lg pizza.
At menu prices

Pius, You'll Get Free Delivery in Less Than 38 Min

Lg 1-topping &
Lg Cheesy Bread

31 70 Fniifield Ave, in Hisloiic Block Rock, Bridgaport.. CT 06605 Tel (203) 33 5-8213

Taco Loco Specials!
. Mondav's-Fridav's HODDV Hour Specials!
3:00 pm -6:30 pm! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour!
Coronas $2-25, 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts!

. Tuesday's ALL DAY! 1/2 Price sauza Frozen
Margaritas ALL DAY TUESDAY! Lime, Strawberry, Peach,
Mango, Banana. Also Mexican Munchies &. HH 3-©;30pm
• Wednesday's! Corona Madness! $2.25 Corona Beers
ALL DAY WEDNESDAY! Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm

$10.99

• Thursdays! All our famous hot and spicy buffalo wings
you con eat with a Draft Beer only $9.95/pp &. HH 3-6:30-pm

2 Lg 2-topping &
10 Kickers

$19.99

Xtra-Lg Cheese with
Cheesy Bread & Kickers...$18.99

255-8823
DOMINO'S PIZZA

• Friday's! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour!
Coronas S2.25, 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts, 3:-6:30 pm!

> Saturday & Sunday! Ole! Wake up and smellthe
fresh cafe con leche! Our brunch is superb... eggs, waffles,
pancakes, potatoes, chorizo, burritos, quesadillas, tamales,
chirms, taco bar and so much more... with $2.00 OFF our
Margaritas! Sot's & Sun's from 10:30 am to 2:30 pm!
Must be 21 years old with valid ID to be served alcoholic
beverages. Please drink responsibly!
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Top ten sports stories of the Fall '04 semester
CONTINUED FROM P.
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5)11/30 - The Stags' men's basketball
team sets off a fever of student interest by
upsetting two-time defending conference
champion Manhattan on opening night of
MAAC play when DeWitt Maxwell '06
and Terrance Todd '06 each score 22 points.
Jaspers coach Bobby Gonzalez credits the
revamped Red Sea for being a "true sixth
man" and assisting the win. The Stags will
sustain a blowout loss at Fordham in which
they will give up 33 consecutive points, but
go into semester break with a 2-0 MAAC

record.
4) 10/6 — Opening day of the NHL season doesn't happen due to a work stoppage
that, whether or not anyone in this country
has noticed, is still going on. The puck is
now in the owners' zone and if they accept
the players association's latest proposal the
season could start by Groundhog Day.
3) 12/2-- The San Francisco Chronicle
breaks the story of the year by publishing
the 2003 federal grand jury testimony of
Jason Giambi and a day later, Barry Bonds.
While only Giambi admits to knowingly
using banned substances, it is Bonds who

further cements his claim of being the
most controversial figure in sports. Having
become the third player in history to reach
the 700 home run plateau, he is destined
to break Henry Aaron's all-time record of
755, but the record will now be undeniably
tainted. Aaron, who arguably did as much
for the game and for his race than any other
player in history, states publicly that he has
serious doubts regarding Bonds' legitimacy.
Meanwhile, Giambi faces the prospect of
not being invited to spring training with the
Yankees in February.
2) 10/17 - With two outs in the bottom

of the ninth inning of Game Five of the
ALCS, the fate of two franchises change
with a stolen base by pinch-runner Dave
Roberts and a game-tying single by Bill
Mueller. The Red Sox, who win the game
on David Ortiz's 12th inning home run, will
go on to become the first team in baseball
history to overcome a 3-0 series deficit to
win a post-season series.
1) 10/27 - Sox sweep their way to history, ending 86 years of frustration as Derek
Lowe becomes the only pitcher in history
to win three series clinching games in one
post-season.

All star teams of our time Pro experience in FU Hall
16

cool as a cucumber and he didn't have to say
a word to tell the world that. Now that we
Team - Probably best known for Tyus have entered the twilight of Griffey's career
Edney's last second coast-to-coast lay-up and old age and injuries have constantly
against Missouri in the second round of the plagued him, we can sit back and wonder
NCAA tournament, this team is one that if Griffey would have broken Hank Aaron's
every college basketball fan remembers with record, whether he would have won a World
fondness. I was once at a Celtics game and Series with the right team and if he would
as they were getting blown out, I saw Tyus have done those great things with the class
Edney come on to the floor and
and style that he has always
my friends and I started rehashexhibited if he was just given a
ing the UCLA 1995 postseason
few more healthy years. I know
run. Then the group of guy's
his poster is staying on my wall
next to us began joining in and,
and I will proudly admit my
non-sexual man crush on Junior
before we knew it, the whole
section was throwing around
Griffey.
names like Ed O'Bannon (from
Rod Woodson - Before I
knew what a "quality shutdown
the "could have been a contender" department), Charlie
cover cornerback" was, I knew
O'Bannon and Toby Bailey.
that I really liked Rod Woodson.
This team is the most obscure
He's a person who just looked
reference on the Grant Hill Alllike he should be wearing a
ontributed photo
Star Team, but they're a staple
football uniform. Woodson
Ken Griffey Jr.
regardless.
was tough, fast and one of his
Ken Griffey Jr. - Probably
most endearing qualities was
one of the coolest men ever to play a profes- that he spearheaded the cool looking helmet
sional sport. Whatever "it" is, Griffey has generation that now has members like Ed
"it." He was the first person ever to wear a Reed, Deion Sanders and Ty Law. Woodson
backwards-fitted hat at the Homerun Derby played on a defense that was loud, pompand, with his wobbling pre-pitch stance, he ous and in your face; he didn't buy into any
had kids between the ages of 7-15 practicing of those gimmicks and quietly had a great
their best Griffey-like stance in the back- career. That kind of class earns him a spot
yard. It's easy to compare him to Hall of on my Grant Hill All-Star Team.
Famer Mickey Mantle, and now more than
ever we can respect the fact that he wasn't
Some non-sport honorable mentions:
jacked up on steroids or overly pompous in Green Day's Dookie CD, wall ball (a lost
post-game interviews. Griffey was always art), The Ultimate Warrior, Will Ferrell.
CONTINUED FROM P.
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honored at the annual dinner and ceremony
during homecoming weekend.
operations assistant of the Alumni AssociaMatt Baron '92 and Hugh Coyle '88
tion.
were Fairfield's most recent inductees, reYet, have any of these inductees made' ceiving the honor this past November.
it to pro-athlete status?
"I have never heard of any of these
In fact, several of the inductees did people." said John Vallee '07. "But it's
make it to the big leagues in baseball, soc- cool that we have had professional athletes
cer and basketball. Below is a listing of the graduate from here."
Hall of Fame inductees with professional
1
Hall of Fame Induction Process
Major League Baseball
i
A. A call for nominations goes out to
'alumni and the athletic community.
Thomas Finch '71
Minnesota Twins
Robert Kownacki '78 L.A. Dodgers
B. Nominations become official when]
John Keefe Cato '82 Cincinnati Reds
"a nomination fom is completed for a nomiAlberto Zappala '82 Minnesota Twins
,nee by a nominator and a second.
1
C. A letter is sent to nominees informNational Basketball Association
,ing them of their nomination and requesing]
'additional supporting documentation.
Washington Wizards
Joe DeSantis '79
L.A. Lakers
Mark Young '79
D. The Sports Information Director at]
Stephen Balkun '78
Boston Celtics
iFairfield University collects and preparesi
Kim Fisher '78
Boston Celtics
,all the documentation in support of each,
Peter DeBisschop '83 Seattle Supersonics
candidate.
! . E. Nominations and supporting docuathletic experience:
So how do alumni get nominated and mentation are reviewed and candidatesi
[are selected for induction by a committee]
inducted?
The alum must first meet certain comprised of:
1. Director of Athletics and Recrecriteria. According to Gall, each nominee
must be a graduate for at least five years, ation.
2. One member of the Athletic Dept.
living or deceased and free of dishonor.
i
3. One faculty representative
Those non-graduated nominees must have
1
4.
Four at-large members - two past1
distinguished themselves in the Fairfield
athletic program. Both varsity and club level linductees and two alums; not members ofi
■the Alumni Association board of directors.1
athletes are eligible.
5. Eight members of the Alumni As-|
Once these criteria are met, each nomi- i
nee must go through an induction process. 'sociation board of directors.
Once the inductees are chosen they are
CONTINUED FROM P.
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Hours:
Monday through Thursday
7:00pm-11:45pm
Friday & Saturday
7:00pm-12:45am '
Sunday
7:00pm-ll:45pm

Sodexho

Campus Services

LSAT class
starting soon!

MCAT class
starting soon!

Fairfield University
Saturday, 1/8 at 10am

Fairfield University
Thursday, 1/27 at 6pm

Call or visit us online today to enroll.

Call or visit us online today to enroll.

KAPLAN

KAPLAN

Test Prep and Admissions

Test Prep and Admissions

1-800-KAP-TEST

1-800-KAP-TEST

kaptest.com
*LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council.

kaptest.com
•MCAT is 3 ragistefM tracJematk of the Assooa

rf American Medical Colleges.
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Editor: Bryan Mahoney
E-mail: themirror@stagweb.faJrfield.edu
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Stags cruise past Crimson
Men's basketball remain unbeaten at home

Smart kids: The Fairfield men's basketball team defeated Harvard 68-53 Tuesday night at the Arena at Harbor Yard. Deng Gai led
all scorers with 23 points on the night. For more on the game, check out This Week in Sports on p. 14.

Editor's Note: Dan Shannon takes a
look at All-Star teams as well as certain
players and teams that have connected the
generations.
I've always enjoyed all-star teams.
There's nothing quite like seeing the best
of the best of a given profession working
together for a common good. This was
apparent when the 1992 Dream Team was
assembled and the hysteria surrounding that
basketball team was off the charts. All-star
teams are so much fun that I started creat-

A look at star teams and
players of our generation

ing my own all-star teams with my friends.
We've created the Baba O'Riley All-Star
Team (songs everyone knows the words
to but don't know the singer's name), the
Aaron Boone All-Star Team (unlikely heroes in enormous games) and, my personal
favorite, the Tina Fey All-Star Team (most
underrated good-looking women). Needless to say, one can make an all-star team
for any kind of subject matter.
The other day I Was watching the
Orlando Magic on TNT and as my friends
and I were admiring Grant Hill's unlikely

resurgence, I said, "I love Grant Hill, he
seems like such a good guy." Everyone
in the room, including some of the biggest
nay-sayers on earth, agreed with me and I
knew it was time to start an all-star team
that included people and teams that our
generation of sports fans, for one reason or
another, has connected with. Naturally it's
going to be called the Grant Hill All-Star
Team; here are a few of the favorites:
The 1995 UCLA Men's Basketball
SEE "ALL-STAR" ON P.

BEN DOODY

Top ten
sports stories

Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

Assembling All-stars

DOODY CALLS

15

Hard to believe, but in the next week
campus will empty out as students head
home for the holidays. Here's a look at the
fall semester's top ten sports stories.
10) A team from the Constitution State
is bowl-bound for the first time in history,
after UConn goes 7.-4 in just its second season in Division IA. The Huskies play MAC
champ Toledo in the Motor City Bowl Dec.
27 in Detroit.
9) Keystone State football fans take
delight in the tale of two quarterbacks. The
Eagles' Donovan McNabb is even better
thanks to a new target named Terrell Owens,
and Steelers rookie Ben Roethlisberger takes
the NFL by storm, going 11-0 as a starter.
Both teams are 12-1 and playoff-bound after
clinching their respective divisions in early
December.
8) The Patriots continue to look like
champs, setting several all-time records
including consecutive wins over two seasons (21).
7) Led by three star-worthy freshmen,
the Stags women's volleyball team advances
to the MAAC tournament finals and leaves
visions of next year's NCAA tournament
dancing in fans' heads.
6) 12/13 — Pedro Martinez reportedly
agrees to terms on a multi-year deal with
the Mets, effectively ending his Red Sox
career. New GM Omar Minaya might have
overspent for an aging star, but Sweet Pete
will be sorely missed in Beantown. His
1999 season, in which he fanned a club
record 313 batters in addition to five out of
the six NL all-stars he faced in the mid-summer classic at Fenway will go down as one
of the greatest in history. The news comes
eight years to the day after Roger Clemens
signed with the Toronto Blue Jays on this
date in 1996.
SEE "TOP" ON P.
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Fairfield University Athletic Hall of Fame?
BY DAN AKESON

ers.

Most of the accolades for Fairfield
University are well known: Princeton
Review's Top-20 "Most Connected
Campuses." U.S. News ranking Fairfield
number three northern university.
But the home of nearly 100 hall of
fame athletes and coaches?
"We have a hall of fame?" asked Rich
Trueblood '07.
Yes, Fairfield has an athletic Hall of
Fame, and it contains some noteworthy
athletic alumni, including pro ball play-

"In my four years here, athletics
were never Fairfield's strong point," said
Donny Carelli, '05. "I have never heard
of a famous Fairfield athlete."
"As part of the Pep Band, I get to
see the crowds," said Whitney Maus '08,
"and it's easy to tell we're not an athletic
school."
Each year during Homecoming
Weekend, the Fairfield University Alumni
Association hosts the annual athletic hall
of fame dinner and induction ceremony.
The event inducts previously nominated

individuals, both athletes and non-athletes, who have contributed to Fairfield
athletics into the Athletic Hall of Fame.
Since 1982, the Fairfield University
Alumni Association has inducted 96 former athletes, coaches, moderators and
servicemen to the Hall of Fame.
All of the inductees were nominated
and chosen based on their commitment
to Fairfield athletics, not post-collegiate athletics, according to Ruth Gall,
SEE "PRO" ON P.
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Hall of fame plaque: located in Alumni Hall.
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EINSTEIN'S BAGELS

BEST

2205 Black Rock Tpke, Fairfield • 334-5906
Einstein's provides quite a selection and when you walk into the
establishment, you tend to bump into many familiar faces from
campus. The atmosphere that Einstein's provides is excellent.
Their bagels are quite tasty, and they leave one wanting more.
Their location is close to campus, meaning one can take a trip
over to Einstein's when they only have a short amount of time
before their next class. Added bonus: Einstein's is located in the same shopping
center as Starbucks, so if you want to get the best coffee and bagel at the same
time, it's practically one-stop shopping!
—Paul Duffy

MIRROR

BAGELS
JAZZMAN'S

THE

WORST

Fairfield University • 254-4000 x3362
Jazzman's received the worst choice partially because we
are able to have Jazzman's everyday if we want to. A lot of
students like to have variety in their lives. When life becomes
too repetitive we often want change. Some students who I have
spoken to feel that the line in the morning often tends to be long,
especially during the morning hours, when the Stag is not yet
open for business, leaving few alternatives. Perhaps it would get better marks if
those who weren't waiting for coffee could stand in an "express" line to get their
food faster.
—Paul Duffy

CAFFEINE KICK: COFFEE
THE

STARBUCKS

BEST

2171 Black Rock Tpke, Fairfield • 362-0347
Starbucks offers a plethora of high quality wholebean coffees and freshly brewed Italian-style
espresso beverages. But don't be intimidated
by the amount of choices or slightly confusing
sizes (tall, grande, venti, solo and doppio)! Just
be willing to dive into something new. Customers
may choose from classic blends of coffees, such as the House
Blend and the Starbucks Breakfast Blend, to exotic blends like
the Arabian Mocha Sanani and the French Roast. Fairfield
students' favorites are the White Chocolate Mocha and the
Vanilla Chai with a shot of espresso. The chain even has
exciting seasonal flavors, like Gingerbread Latte, Peppermint
Mocha and Eggnog Latte.The store's appealing atmosphere
gives Fairfield students a great alternative to dorm studying. It's
open until 10:30 p.m. from Monday through Thursday, 11:00
p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and until 9:30 p.m. on Sundays.
The softly lit seating area is utilized by students who want to
relax and chat, surf the 'Net, or get some hardcore studying
done with coffee in hand. It may be a huge franchise, but
Starbucks makes its customers feel at home. —Kelly Sheehan

AZZMAN'S

WORST

Fairfield University • 254-4000 x3362
* * KJR.O I
Although the university's cyber-cafe can't
compete with Starbucks and Dunkin' Donuts',
its convenient location makes getting coffee
easy. Stop by before your 9:30 a.m. or even in
between afternoon classes for a quick pick-meup, but be prepared to wait in a line that could
take more than 10 minutes, especially before the opening
of the Stag at the late hour off 11 a.m. Jazzman's is also a
comfortable and chic place to meet up with friends and chat
over coffee at private tables, assuming you can find a place
to sit and make it around the long line, which doesn't even
have an express lane for those just wanting a sandwich or
soda. Although it's not open 24 hours a day, like our favorite,
the cafe does serve night owls until 10:00 p.m. Just swipe
your StagCard and voila: a cup of coffee to get you through
the night. Don't worry; hopefully you'll be too tired to taste it
anyway!
—Kelly Sheehan & Joshua O'Connell

Mirror file photo

Another year, same picture: I think we chose this as Staff Pick just to run this picture again.

593 Post Road, Fairfield • 255-3366

IN THIS ISSUE:
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\Burgers

3
3
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Liquor Store
Gas Station
Supermarket
CD Store
Video Rentals
Hook-up Spot
Condoms

1 ICK

Pulling an all-nighter? The Mirror staff loves Dunkin' Donuts on Tuesday nights because we
know that they'll pull it with us. Their best offering: The Great One, their equivalent of an extra
large. Our favorite blends that never fail to keep our eyes open are Original, Hazelnut and
Cinnamon spice. Dunkin' Donuts also offers delicious lattes, including flavors like Caramel Swirl
and Mocha Swirl. And that's not to mention their famous donuts, for when the staff is up until
breakfast time. Dunkin' Donuts' fast, reliable service keeps The Mirror coming back. Open 24
hours a day and serving 2.7 million cups per day nationwide, it offers us coffee that keeps us
from not falling asleep on our keyboards at 4 a.m. asdahewdasjeshebaafrocksafhhg Wow, need
some now! And I'm off...
—Kelly Sheehan
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EATING OUT WHILE DINING IN: DINER
ATHENA DINER

THE

BEST

3350 Post Road, Southport • 259-0603
Another year, another award for the Athena Diner. They've never lost this vote
and there's a good reason for it. When it's 2 a.m. and every other restaurant in
town is closed, Athena offers countless options whether you desire breakfast,
lunch or dinner. While the 'round-the-clock service is a huge factor, the quality
food at a good price is another plus. You can get omelets, hamburgers or
steaks cooked however you want. You can get a wide-variety of soups, salads
and desserts cooked on location. They even have a bar so you can get your sandwich with
everything from a Budweiser to a Long Island Iced Tea. The only downside is for freshmen and
those without cars, but don't forget you can order their food to go and it's always ready by the
time you get there.
—Steven Andrews

PENNY'S DINER

THE

WORST

2200 Black Rock Tpke, Fairfield • 576-9884
I should get this out of the way first: the only reason to go to Penny's is because
it's slightly closer than Athena. Other than that, I can't think of any reason that
you'd want to go there when you've got better options. Penny's isn't even open
24 hours, so you can tell they're not catering to the college crowd (at least not
any crowd I'm a part of). The food is decent, but Athena offers a better selection.
They don't have the best wait staff, while I see the workers at Athena more often
than my family during the school year. The last time I ate at Penny's was my freshman year,
before I became enlightened to the Athena experience. I've never had any reason to return, and
hopefully anyone who hasn't been converted yet is now aware.
—Steven Andrews

ON THE RADAR

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Five-time winner: The Athena Diner has consistently served up an
eclectic menu, and never fails to please. Whether it's a cup of coffee
or a prime rib dinner, you can't go wrong with your options at their
establishment.

_;

Circle Diner, which opened earlier this year,
has been making inroads with Fairfield
students. Its proximity and late hours have
made it a favorite. Still, Athena still won
this year's survey by a 3-to-l margin.

SWEET MEATS: DELI
FIREHOUSE DELI

THE

BEST

22 Reef Road, Fairfield • 255-5527
The Firehouse Deli is a Fairfield staple and it
comes with little surprise that it was voted the
best deli in Fairfield for the 2004-2005 school
year. Everyone knows how crucial the deli
meats are to sandwiches, and with Firehouse
using some of the freshest cold cuts in town,
the foundation of their sandwiches is strong. Add to that their
selection of cheeses, fresh toppings, and chip selection and
Firehouse is a top choice. The deli also offers outdoor seating
during the warm months giving it an edge over the runners up,
which offer indoor seating or take-out options only. Firehouse
is also conveniently located between campus and the beach,
providing optimum access for students out searching for a
great lunch. The prices also keep it a viable option for those of
us who may be a bit short on cash.
—Erin Gray

THE STAG

THE

WORST

Fairfield University • 254-4000 x3400
Many of us have seen the Stag, the on-campus
diner, come a long way in the last couple of
years, yet it has still been voted the worst
deli in Fairfield. Perhaps it's the natural bias
against campus food, but part of the results
must hinge upon the food quality for its hefty
price. Students constantly gripe about the cost of a sandwich,
hamburger, or slice of pizza in the Stag, and it is hard to
promote the deli if students feel they are being cheated. The
Stag is not a total loss, however, as it boasts Boar's Head meat
and a wider selection than most delis in town, ranging from
chicken sandwiches to french-fries to pizza. Though the Stag
still sits on the bottom rung of the ladder, we recognize their
efforts and encourage further attempts to improve it. Maybe
the managers should try dropping the prices; they might notice
a jump in their ranking.
.. . . —Erin Grag

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Slice of life: The guys at A&S always serve up fresh sandwiches at decent prices.

A&S

DELI

STAFF

PICK

2079 Black Rock Tpke, Fairfield • 576-1600
The A&S Deli is undeniably one of the greatest delis in Fairfield, and The Mirror staff has shown
its sandwich savvy in selecting it their pick for the 2004-2005 school year. The deli offers a wide
variety of cold and hot sandwiches including a killer chicken parmesan. A&S expands beyond
the basic sandwiches to include Italian cuisine specialties like tomato and mozzarella, macaroni
salad, and homemade pasta sauce. The location on Black Rock Turnpike puts it on the opposite
of town than most students normally find themselves, but the couple of extra minutes are worth
it for the quality food. Limited parking and slightly more expensive prices may have kept this deli
out of the coveted Best in Fairfield spot, but its quality and variety make it an excellent choice for
The Mirror staff pick.
-Erin Gray
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TEX-MEX IN THE NORTHEAST: MEXICAN
TACO LOCO

STAFF

3170 Fairfield Ave, Bridgeport • 335-8228
A ICK
A bit pricier than La Salsa, Taco Loco delivers high-quality food,
and its friendly atmosphere is welcoming. If you're trying to
eat cheaply, skip the appetizers and munch on the tasty nacho
chips and salsa provided as you wait. Your wait, though, won't
be long, as Taco Loco's service is often fast enough for a quick
meal. Seating is available inside the main restaurant as well as
on the enclosed patio that surrounds the building. For those of
you who are of drinking age, Taco Loco offers great margaritas
and other drinks, and has happy-hour specials during the
week. Another great plus to eating at Taco Loco is the dessert
menu, which includes, as any good Mexican dessert menu
should, delicious fried ice cream.
--Elizabeth Cooper

BARONE TACO BAR

Mirror file photo

That's a spicy salsa: Students continue to be thrilled with what they're serving up at La Salsa.

THE

LA SALSA

BEST

580 Post Road, Fairfield • 256-8800
La Salsa grabs first prize for best Mexican food around. Not only is it located
quite close to campus, but La Salsa also boasts reliable grub at reasonable
prices. Mexican food is easy to be picky about; sometimes the meat doesn't taste/
right, and sometimes it's too spicy or not spicy enough. La Salsa, however, is the'
happy-medium that seems to be perfect for any connoisseur of fast-food Mexican.
Whether you're in the mood for a burrito or quesadilla, the flavorful combinations
of beans, cheese and meat will perfectly satisfy your cravings. One of the best things about
La Salsa is that I'm never left wondering if what I just ate was really chicken or beef. There's
always plenty of salsa and guacamole if you want to spice up your dish a bit, as well as sour
cream for those who like things toned down.
—Elizabeth Cooper

W™T

Fairfield University • 254-4000
" * \JL\0 1
As college students, we relish the thought of
taco night in Barone. This is usually because at
that particular time, we lack the time, cash, or
transportation to get off campus for some real
Mexican food. Barone's taco bar is something
of a tease, really. We go to the cafeteria straight
out of class, hungry and tired, with thoughts of scrumptious
tacos floating through our minds, only to be let down once
again. Maybe it starts with the meat, which, especially once
you reach the bottom of the big metal pot, isn't too appetizing.
Or maybe it's the toppings. Although they're all standard
taco toppings, there might be something about wilting lettuce
that doesn't do it for us. I could be wrong; we might all be so
incompetent that we simply don't know how to put the toppings
on in the right order, but then again, something tells me it really
starts with the "meat."
--Elizabeth Cooper

IvEAD-JVlORE UNLINE
Best and Worst Nachos
at www.fairfieldmirror.com

WOK THIS WAY: CHINESE
CHINA STAR
222 Post Road, Fairfield • 254-7773
Most Fairfield students have a love-hate relationship with China
Star. Prices are reasonable, and most of the time, the food is
too. China Star is convenient, located on Post Road, and the
delivery is usually quick. Perhaps it's because the place has
managed to wallpaper the entire campus with menus. China Star
is usually the first pick for hungry students.
—Tara Touloumis

TWIN LIONS

cJ 1.' x\ J7 A"

PICK

303 Tunxis Hill Cut Off, Fairfield • 335-3288
Twin Lions doubles as a restaurant and takeout venue. The chicken is
ACTUALLY chicken. The restaurant has a pleasant atmosphere, and the
service is fantastic. If you're 21, you can complement your meal with sake
bombs, adding Asian flair and a welcomed alternative to happy hour. Twin
Lions also uses numbered menus, eliminating confusion during ordering and
assuring your requests are met. It'll cost you a little more, but the quality of the
food is more than worth the cash.
—7ara Touloumis

CHINA STAR

THE

WORST

222 Post Road, Fairfield • 254-7773
J^hina Star is usually not a desirable option for upperclassmen,
■pr more precisely, those who have had the opportunity to
lexperience the countless other Chinese takeouts in Fairfield.
China Star is simply too unpredictable; it has taken my food
anywhere from 15 minutes to over two hours to arrive. Likewise,
at least one out of three times, China Star will completely botch
your order (it seems no matter how many times I say "VEGGIE" dumplings,
I end up with mystery meat). Therefore, irregular service and quality makes
China Star a less than appealing choice for those in the know.
--Tara

Mirror file photo

Conflicting reports: China Star has won both cheers and boos from the Fairfield
community again this year.

FOOD ON THE RUN

www.fairfieldmirror.com

NEVER SAUSAGE

A

DECEMBER

PLACE: HOT DOG
SUPER DUPER WEENIE

16,2004 ]J5
THE

BEST

306 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield • 334-DOGS
It all started with a hot dog, a truck and a dream. Luckily for
us, that truck landed in Fairfield, the home of the Stags and the
weenie. It's no surprise that Super Duper Weenie is this year's
Best Hot Dog. Ever since I was introduced by one such He Said,'
my arteries and waistline have had a hard time forgiving him,
but my taste buds have never been exposed to such a delicacy.
If you have never been to Super Duper you are more deprived than a child
who has never been exposed to McDonald's French fries. Don't just take this
closet-case fat kid's opinion. Super Duper has received national recognition
in a number of magazine articles and restaurant critiques. This top dog has
been everywhere from David Letterman to the New York Times and has been
rated one of America's Top 10 hot dog joints by Gourmet magazine. A mere 150
words does no justice to this fine establishment.
—Brett Ritterbeck

7-ELEVEN

Mirror file photo

Hot tamales: Super Duper Weenie is once again this year's top dog.

11

WORST

257 Reef Road, Fairfield • 259-0812
When most people think of 7-11, they think of convenience.
However, the words "desperation" and "starvation" come to mind
when purchasing a hot dog from 7-11. The only logical scenario
is as follows: It's 2 a.m. You've just had another wicked good
time at Club SeaGrape. You don't know how you got there, but
you're now standing before the neon glow of 7-11. Either you
got sidetracked on your way to the Athena, or you were making the only logical
stop between your humble beach abode and the quad (where you just dropped
off some nice number you met on thefacebook.com). The store is out of
Buffalo Chicken Bulkies (your obvious number one choice). You spot a slightly
overdone dog that has been on those greasy revolving rods since 10 a.m. You
hesitate. You look to the friendly cashier, who, with a subtle nod of the head,
gives you the assurance you need. It's important to keep in mind the old college
mantra: "If you don't remember, it didn't really happen."
—Brett Ritterbeck

UITE A NICE PIECE: PIZZA
MIKE'S PIZZA

THE

BEST

1560 Post Road, Fairfield • 255-2292
Mike's Pizza takes the cake—or maybe I should say pie—for best pizza in
Fairfield. Their quick and friendly service is definitely a plus, and $11 for a
really good pizza is a great deal. The flavorful pizza sauce and tasty crust are
consistently delicious. With the option to eat-in or take-out, Mike's is convenient
for any occasion, whether it's a quick bite to eat while shopping or food for your
next party. While the interior eating area is a bit small, the televisions (usually
tuned in to ESPN) add to the atmosphere and provide entertainment while you wait. And, of
course, Mike's offers a wide variety of sandwiches, salads and drinks. If you've never been to
Mike's, stop by sometime. One step inside and the mouth-watering scent of fail-safe Italian food
will have you converted.
—Elizabeth Cooper

ROB

&

IGGY'S

THE

WORST

Fairfield University • 254-4000 x3400
While it is arguably the most well-located pizza joint for Fairfield students, Rob &
Iggy's pizza is not the best deal for your dollar or your walk. The only thing worse
than mediocre pizza when you're hungry is mediocre pizza 15 minutes after it's
out of the oven. If you want it hot and fresh, Rob & Iggy's is a good stand-by
when you're short on time, but be sure that you're very short on time. One of
the biggest downsides to Rob & Iggy's slices is their crust, which is often greasesodden and flimsy. You can't have top-notch pizza without top-notch crust, and if the crust
doesn't have a touch of crispness to it, it's not top-notch. Its sauce is good, assuming you get
some on your slice - accidental white pizza is the norm. Rob & Iggy's pizza lacks distinction; it
doesn't have that special zing in its taste that leaves you wanting more.
—Elizabeth Cooper

'

/

ON THE RADAR -

^

Primo Pizza is one of many new pizza delivery
options that have sprung up recently, but their
promise of "always half-price pizzas" and
quick delivery have been a quick hit.

READ MORE ONLINE
Best and Worst Fast Food at fairfieldmirror.com

Joshua O'Connell/The Mirror

Serving it up: Mike's Pizza has become a tradition among Fairfield
students, and they recently began offering delivery to F.U.

Cow FOR YOU, DINNER FOR THEM
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WHERE'S THE BEEF?: BURGERS

Chris Donato/The Mirror

They keep waiting...: Burgers take 15 minutes or more to make? You must be at Sky Ranch Grill. Kevin Donoghue '07 chats while waiting for his burger.

J OE'S AMERICAN BAR & GRILL

IJJ?«IL

750 Post Road, Fairfield • 319-1600
This place is no average Joe's. If you're willing to pay a little
extra for a tasty slab of beef, Joe's American Bar and Grill
is better than any other burger joint in town. The service is
excellent and the food is even better. The menu leaves you with
several options, but, as is the case with most bar-and-grill style
restaurants, the burgers highlight the menu. The burgers are big,
which makes it an even better bang for the buck. Those who are 21 (or pretend
to be) can grab a beer and watch a game on one of the big screen TVs, and
there's probably no better place in town to do so.
—Ben Doody

SKY RANCH GRILL

T H E.

WORST

Fairfield University • 254-4000 x3400
If you're willing to wait a long time for food, you might as well get
a cut of prime rib or filet mignon, NOT burgers with taste so subpar that they'll make you feel bad about wasting calorie intake on
them. Adding insult to injury, the Sky Ranch has sky-high prices,
making it a near absurdity for students to dish out six bucks for a
burger when they can get a relatively similar one in the cafeteria
for free. While the Sky Ranch Grill is among the most convenient food option for
students, both the Boar's Head Deli and Rob and Iggy's Pizzeria are twice as
convenient in terms speed of service, and twice as tasty.
—Ben Doody

PARENT GRUB
JOE'S AMERICAN BAR

&

GRILL O„CT

750 Post Road, Fairfield • 319-1600
BEST
If you've ever had your parents come to visit you at school,
chances are that you've eaten at Joe's. A Parents' Weekend
favorite, Joe's serves pretty good food at decent prices, and
there's something on the menu for everyone (my personal
favorite being the grilled honey chicken sandwich). The service is
relatively quick for a sit-down restaurant; it takes about the same
amount of time to get a burger at Joe's as it does at the Stag. The atmosphere
has a nice Americana theme going on, and being one of the closest restaurants
to campus surely doesn't hurt business either.
—Ashleigh Egan

JOE'S AMERICAN BAR

&

GRILLW

• J-

750 Post Road, Fairfield • 319-1600
VV OB
So now you're a senior and it's the billionth time your parents have
come to visit. They want to go out to dinner to Joe's. Now factor in
that it's Parents' Weekend and everyone on campus has decided
to go there too. On weekends like this, Joe's feels more like the
6:15 rush at Barone than a family restaurant. The food is good and
the location convenient, but the novelty wears off quickly.
There are plenty of options for good food in the Fairfield area. There's a Bertucci's
on the Post Road in Westport. You could also try Pizzeria Uno or the Black Rock
Oyster Bar and Grill, both located on Black Rock Turnpike. If you don't want to eat
the same "Joe's Original Burger" or deal with the crowds of Parents' Weekend,
explore these restaurants or find new favorites of your own.
—Ashleigh Egan

Contribued photo

The beer's on tap: Parents will delight at the refreshing beverages being offered and
the food served, but like all good things, there's a limit to how often you can enjoy it.

DRINK UP!

www.fairfieidmirror.com-
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BOTTOMS UP: BAR
SEA GRAPE CAFE

THE,

BEST

1144 Reef Road, Fairfield • 254-2669
Without a doubt, this is the dark horse winner
of this year's Best and Worst. Who would have
thought that of all the establishments in Fairfield
County, the Grape would one day be deemed
the crown jewel of bars by Fairfield University
students? I'm sure they're blown away. They
probably didn't even prepare a speech. It's just so unexpected.
Honestly, there's nothing I can say about the Grape that hasn't
been said already. You can't beat the prices and it's a short
drunken stumble from your beach house. If they put a bed in
the back and more Foghat in the jukebox, I'd live there. Enough
said.
—Bryan Mahoney

SKYBOX CAFE

STAF F

PICK

1494 Post Road, Bridgeport • 259-7535
If you're looking for some place to go that's not... well, let's face
it, the Grape, then the Skybox is a bar you should definitely
check out. Located in the middle of town, the Skybox provides
a great atmosphere for sports fans. It's the perfect place for
you and your friends to go slug a few and watch a game. The
walls are decked out with sports memorabilia — a good amount
of which pertains to New York teams, but hey, we can't all
be winners. While the prices may be a little steeper than the
Grape, the Skybox may provide a great local alternative to your
everyday bar scene and is worth checking out. Personal note:
Bouncers place extra care when tossing you out to prevent you
from getting nailed by on-coming traffic. That's service with a
smile. What a great bunch of guys.
—Bryan Mahoney

;

RBA©
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I

ONLINE

Best and Worst Happy Hour
at www.fairfieldmirror.com

James Scholl/the Mirror

The Levee is dry: Senior Mug Nights aren't enough to keep if off the "Worst" list.

THE

THE LEVEE

WORST

Fairfield University • 254-4000
Oh come on, why does everybody always have to pick on the Levee? It's like
that younger brother with the metal plate in his head that we ducked tape to the
roof during a lightning storm. Never even stood a chance. Despite the Levee's
great on-campus location, it has rarely been a big hit with students in the last few
years except for on a few special occasions. Here are a few suggestions I think
will help the Levee become a more popular location. Offer free beer. Advertise,
promote and hold more events telling people about free beer. Get local or student bands to
play every week, regardless of whether or not they're good, and then hand out free beer. Build
an underground tunnel to the swimming pool in the Rec Plex, fill the pool with free beer, steal
a couple of crew boats and imagine you're George Washington crossing the Delaware River,
except more wasted...and then throw on more free beer for good measure. These are just a few
suggestions. Consider them at will. But we may have something here.
—Bryan Mahoney

SCHOOL SPIHF

LIOUOR STORE
Mo's WINE

&

SPIRITS THE

BEST

957 Post Road, Fairfield • 255-7623
While they're still a relatively new establishment
(they opened just last year), you would be
insane not to stop at Mo's for at least some of
your refreshing beverage needs. Their selection'
is vast, ensuring that you can get ahold of the
perfect option for your event or particular tastes.
They're also located extremely close to campus, so you don't
have to burn a lot of gas to get there. Their wait staff is helpful,
and the store is clean and well-lit, which flies in the face of
many liquor stores, which are dark and seem cramped. You
can't go wrong with Mo's, and that's why they've taken the
prize for the second straight year.
—Joshua O'Connell

SUPER DISCOUNT

Wrn?crr

561 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-7795
They used to occupy the location that now
houses Mo's. But moving down the road seems
to have hurt things as, for the second straight
year, Super D's has taken the worst trophy
home. Maybe it's because they're a little farther
away, or because it seems like they don't really
cater to students, or the fact that less people remember that
they're actually there when they purchase booze, or the fact
that it took 10 minutes of Google searching to confirm that
they're still around. Super D's is not the best choice anymore
— other places serve students better.
—Joshua O'Connell
ij

READ MORE ONLINE
Joshua O'Connell/The Mirror

Two for two: Mo's Wine & Spirits has won both years since they first opened up. Mo, at right, and the rest
of the crew continue to provide excellent service and great deals on your favorite beverages.

Best and Worst Dorm
at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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RUNNING ON EMPTY: GAS STATION
MOBIL

THE

WORST

2120 Black Rock Tpke, Fairfield • 336-1266'
R
It's hard to name a gas station worst, but if one
had to be named, the Mobil on Black Rock
Turnpike takes it. It's close enough to campus
that people actually stop there, but it's in the
opposite direction of most of the places students
go most often. The gas prices are inexplicably
higher by at least a nickel most of the time. It managed to
maintain a $1.99 price point for most of the past three months,
despite gas being 15 cents cheaper on the Post Road. It's also
open 24 hours, which helps, but if you're going to pay more,
what's the point?
—Joshua O'Connell
S

~^

ON THE RADAR

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Eye of the tiger: Exxon wins high marks for its service and 24-hour operations.

FAIRFIELD EXXON

THE

BEST

1139 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-1288
The first-ever gas station Best goes to the Exxon station, which has been serving
students with its 24-hour service. The service is extremely friendly, and the
location is convenient, right on Post Road. They're never overly busy, so there's
no massive line to wait through to get filled up. Prices are in line with the rest of
the stations in that zone, so you're not going to pay more. Exxon gas tends to be
of a good quality; gas mileage seems to be slightly better on this than with other
choices. Yes, sometimes it does matter where you get your gas.
—Joshua O'Connell

The new Gulf station
on Post Road, housing
a Cumberland Farms,
almost won best. But
it almost won worst.
Students give it high marks for the
Cumby's Chill Zone, with 69 cent
sodas no matter what size, and gas
prices plummeted once it ratcheted up
the competition (gas is now cheapest
in Fairfield). But the lines to pay
are usually so long, it negates most
positives in one quick motion.

CHECKING OUT: SUPERMARKET
STOP

&

SHOP

THE

BEST

1160 Kings Highway, Fairfield • 254-8748
With its spacious aisles, large selection, and
convenient location, it's no wonder students
voted Stop & Shop to be the best supermarket
of Fairfield. It attracts a loyal following of
Fairfield students who are drawn by clean
facilities, relatively low prices, and a "freakin'
cool" self-checkout aisle. Located on the Post Road, it's in a
great central location easily accessible to all students 24 hours
a day, whether by car or the campus shuttle. Random note:
get a Stop & Shop card. They put college items on discount all
the time, but only with the card.
—All Bart

SHAW'S

[HE

BWORST

1975 Black Rock Tpke, Fairfield • 384-2288'
Shaw's was voted this year's worst supermarket.
Located on Black Rock Turnpike, Shaw's has a
smaller selection than that of Stop & Shop, and
their products are a bit pricey. The store is small
and the aisles narrow, contributing to an acute
sense of claustrophobia. Their bakery and
deli section leave something to be desired, and both of which
lack some basic necessities (where are the frosted bakery
cookies?). To add insult to injury, the store has a very cramped
parking lot with cars that whiz in and out. Food shopping is
exciting enough; there's no reason to add a super high-stakes
game of Frogger to the mix. Heck, with the exception of their
selection of Krispy Kreme doughnuts, there's really no reason
to go to Shaw's.
—AH Bart

Contributed photo

Keep on truckin': Stop & Shop keeps the food coming in fresh, and students shop there en masse.

Do you agree with the student survey choices? Or maybe you think they suck? E-mail us at
T:hemirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu or use our Website Submission feature at www.fairfieldmirror.comJ

RENT OR BUY

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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STORE

THE

COCONUTS

BEST

1990 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield • 333-0558
Whether you're looking for a new release or a classic, Coconuts sells the best
that music has to offer, but at a price agreeable to the most miserly college
student. At Coconuts, you could pick up a new release for as little as $10.99 and
a used CD for even less. From rock, pop and rap to country and soundtracks,
Coconuts can satisfy the expectations of the most demanding music enthusiast.
They take care of all your peripheral music needs as well. Accessories such as
CD cases, blank CDs and magazines are on sale. In addition, the store is a tickets.com vender,
so you can purchase tickets for events at local venues in the store. Coconuts also sells new
and used DVDs. It is definitely the place for college students on a budget.
—Nick Caruso

BORDERS

DECEMBER

THE

WORST

1499 Post Road, Fairfield • 256-1619
Want to pay $20 or more for your favorite artist's CD? Or how about $30 for a
movie (and that's cheap for this place!)? If you answered yes to either of these
questions, then visit Borders Books, Music, and Cafe, located at 1499 Post Rd.
With regards io selection, Borders doesn't come dose to that of Coconuts. Borders
sells mostly mainstream pop music, so don't go there looking for international
wonders or hard-to-find rarities. Dave Matthews and Britney Spears fans, on the
other hand, have a new Mecca in Borders. Accessories are pretty much a no-go. Nowhere to be
found are blank CDs and nifty little cases to stash your favorites in your car. Yes, you can still buy
episodes of The OC or The Apprentice on DVD (though I can't understand why you would), but it's
going to cost you. If you're as broke as I am, you'll avoid Borders like the plague. —Nick Caruso

FYE

STAFF

PICK

Westfield Trumbull Mall • 373-1014
Located on the lower
level of the Westfield
Shoppingtown
Trumbull mall, Mirror
staff members have
chosen FYE as the
best local CD joint.
Although you might
pay a little more than
you would at other
stores (the same as
Coconuts, but not as
much as Borders, I assure you), you can definitely find anything
you're looking for (and I mean anything). FYE is famous for
its endless stacks of CDs, consisting of almost every album by
almost every band, and now also sports a used CD section.
FYE is three times the size of Coconuts with probably three
times more the merchandise as well. While shopping around
for the holiday season, pick up a life-size cardboard cutout of
Aragorn with that Lord of the Rings DVD set. Or how about
strategy guides to go along with those video games you bought
for your little brother? All of your entertainment needs are
ready to be fulfilled at FYE.
—Nick Caruso

FLICK FACTS: VIDEO RENTALS

Contributed photo

Make it a...: Blockbuster is everywhere. There's good and bad things to that. But who cares? Resistance is futile.

BLOCKBUSTER
525 Tunxis Hill Cut Off, Fairfield • 334-2802
If you've ever been to a Blockbuster Video Rental store, you have some seriously
good and seriously bad things to say about it. Well, the same goes for the one
on 525 Tunxis Hill Cutoff in Fairfield and the one on 1505 Post Road in Westport.
In the business of video-rental profit, is Blockbuster the most appalling? In the
business of entertainment, is it the most appealing? Our readers agree that the
answer to both questions is yes. It's this year's best and this year's worst. Many
cannot live without the Friday-night couch date. So they go to Blockbuster to
pick a flick, get in line, find their candy, buy a gift certificate, and return it four
days late. The bill for one night's movie can be identical or more than a night
at the theatre with a large group of friends. With the success of Blockbuster,
renting videos and DVDs is easy. They guarantee your favorite film will be
available, though nobody really knows what happens if it isn't. They sell monthly
memberships designed to save the avid renter money. Every week, there is
a new title that is only a dollar to rent for a night. If you want a video or DVD,
Blockbuster is irrefutably the place to go in most towns.

THE

BEST

THE

WORST

MEDIA WAVE

STAFF

PICK

1596 Post Road • 255-8643
According to The Mirror staff's pick, there is another renter
in town that blows the competition out of the water. Media
Wave is a downpour of fresh water, or air. For two dollars,
you can choose from the vast supply of DVDs and you can
keep it for five nights. And for every late night after that, it's
only fifty cents per night. In most cases, there are one to four
copies of each DVD you could ever imagine, and some you
couldn't. You sacrifice organization when choosing Media
Wave, though. There may in fact be too many DVDs to choose
from. Nevertheless, it is perfect for students in a film class, for
the professors who teach the class and for anyone else who
doesn't have any money. Media Wave is right down the street,
across from Brooks Pharmacy, and it's actually much easier to
get access to than the Blockbuster, which is miles away from
campus. Media Wave is a good local bet.
—Sean Corbett
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HE said / SHE said
Chuck Kehoe

Lauren Wilson

The Best and Worst that could've been...

M

y agent tofd me I must keep up
my image, so I can only comment on the booze categories.
Best liquor store: Mo's Wines &
Spirits is better than That's the Spirit
Shoppe when it comes to price and
selection, but the latter is so convenient.
Why put a keg in your car when you can
just hand-truck it to your house? The old
man at That's the Spirit Shoppe is a personal hero. I respect him because I think
of the thousands of kegs he must have
sold to Stags throughout the decades
and it brings a twinkle to my eye.
Best AND Worst Bar: Educated
boozers realize that it's foolish not to take
advantage of the Sea Grape's weeknight
drink specials. In a related story, studies
have shown that 180 and vodkas can
make you 15 percent more attractive
when consumed in excess. My "bar wallet" contains my ID, whatever amount of
cash I am willing to donate on a given
night, and the address of my beach house
so whoever's carrying me home can get
me to bed. Thank God the Grape takes
mercy on us and does not accept credit
cards; a credit card at the Grape is like
giving an ex-felon a loaded weapon.

Some complain about seeing the same
old faces. Who wastes time looking at
faces? I'm too busy staring at the "snacs"
(cans backwards) that surround me.
Best Happy Hour: A great Happy
Hour turns into a night that ends with me
muttering about the moral relativism of
the Bunny Ranch and passing out at 10
p.m. Skybox should have a great happy
hour: good food, good drink specials,
pool tables, lots of TVs. One time I went
there and this attractive bartender and
I did not hit it off. She had a personality
that was a cross between a pit bull and
venom-spitting cobra — she was anticollege student. I'm a brave boozehound
and decided to go back. This time a
hostile bouncer would not let one of my
21-year-old friends in and attempted to
confiscate his real New York ID. Needless to say I have never returned. I stick
to Archie Moore's with $2 Coors Original
Bottles and the best wings in town.
Magic number: 1, for the number
of votes that my room got for Worst
Hook-Up Spot. I invite the unhappy
customer to come back and I'll give
them a store credit that can be used
before graduation.

ATHENA

DINER - RESTAURANT
Student Special
10% off wifh
your Stag Card

Thanks for voting us
Best Diner five years
in a row!

It

OF FAIRFIELD
5-tiine winner: 2000-2004 -The Mirror

Best game to play in UHP&tmus:
Hit that... It's a game that appears menial and is both competitive and addictive. The game consists of two players,
each standing roughly 15 feet apart with
a type of bottle at their feet. Players
statically roll a tennis ball in an attempt
to knock over their opponents bottle.
It's great for several reasons: A) The
cost of playing is minimal to whatever
"stuff' that can be found in a dorm room
to knock over. B) It will divert guys from
causing destruction in a dorm room and
participate in a constructive activity.
Worst game to play: Hide the
random object. Not cool, especially
when milk is hidden in discreet places,
found much later, after it becomes so
foul smelling that it is decided the smell
cannot be coming from dirty laundry.
Best place to cure a hangover:
Barone on a Sunday afternoon, especially the days they serve tater tots. You can
sit for hours and debrief friends, while
watching to see others stumble in.
Worst place: The library on a Sunday afternoon. Hot flashes and headaches are not conducive to pouring over
books in a three-by-four foot cubicle.

Congratulations to the winners
of the $10 Angus Steakhouse
gift certificates!
Matthew LaMothe
Christina Charcharone
JacqiDuBois
ZacFreedman
Brilene Faherty
Mary Banach
CaraMuzik
Megan Flvnn

Fresh Seafood o Steaks
Chops o Cocktails
Wines o Beer

BEST DINER

Here are some of the categories I
would have included in my own
personal best and worst...
Best night out at Fairfield: Sophomore year, some Friday in November. I
started the festivities with my roommate/
psychiatrist/moral supporter of the time,
Kristen Weissenger. We ventured over
to Regis and walked into three miscellaneous rooms, acquiring such objects
as a box of wine, bow and arrow, and
trucker hat. During the course of the
night, I was in open violation of a half
dozen rules and regulations as outlined
in the public safety handbook, but as of
yet no judicial action has been taken.
Worst night out at Fairfield: Junior
year, first semester. I started the festivities by waiting 45 minutes for a taxi
down to the beach, only to walk around
in the rain, roughly eight miles, to parties
that were eluding our efforts. We waited
another 20 minutes for a cab to return to
campus wet and cranky. Then we made
popcorn, which caught fire and set off the
smoke alarm, bringing campus security,
where their investigation discovered our
two stolen campus saw horses, bringing
a 10-hour community service penalty.
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Open 24 Hours, 7 Days
3350 Post Road
Southport, CT 06890
All major credit
cards accepted
(203) 259-0603
_
p

The Mirror will contact you soon with
more information about your award.
?r
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Find your way
You want to visit the places that we've mentioned in this
issue. Now you can, with this handy map. Cut it out,
and lay it on the floor. Then pretend like you're walking
around Fairfield! We'll wait while you do this.
Good.
Now, smack yourself in the head. What are you, stupid?
Anyway, use this to help yourself find your way to all of
the great businesses that we've mentioned in this issue.
They'll appreciate your business, and going
there will allow you to tell us whether we got it
right or wrong this year. And then you can vote
next year and make it even better. See how it
works? Now go spend your money. Who needs
to worry about spring tuition, anyway?
--Map created by Joshua O'Connell

BEST LIQUOR STORE

Mo's Wine and Spirits
957 Post Road

©

BEST COFFEE

BEST CHINESE

BEST GAS STATION

Starbucks
2171 Black Rock Tpke

China Star
222 Post Road

Fairfield Exxon
1139 Post Road

BEST BAGELS

BEST HOT DOG

BEST SUPERMARKET

Einstein's
2205 Black Rock Tpke

Super Duper Weenie
306 Black Rock Tpke

Stop & Shop
1160 Kings Highway

BEST DINER

BEST PIZZA

BEST VIDEO RENTALS

Athena Diner
3350 Post Rd, Southport

Mike's Pizza
1560 Post Road

Blockbuster
525 Tunxis Hill Cut Off

BEST DELI

BEST BURGERS/PARENT GRUB

Firehouse Deli
22 Reef Road

Joe's American Bar/Grill
750 Post Road

Coconuts
1990 Black Rock Tpke

BEST MEXICAN

BEST BAR

BEST PLACE TO GET CONDOMS

Sea Grape Cafe
1144 Reef Road

CVS Pharmacy
698 Post .Road

La Salsa
580 Post Road

I

BEST

CD STORE
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MAKING 'IT' HAPPEN: HOOK-UP SPOTS

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Park your car...: Even Fairfield's got its own hickey central. Bellarmine is no longer the hot spot for hot times.
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Fairfield • No phone number needed, baby
It's taken us five Best & Worst issues to get here, but we've
finally found it. One fortunate soul has pointed out to us the
ultimate hook-up spot off campus, and we had to share it with
you. Go up Fairfield Avenue until you hit Taco Loco. Take a
right. At the second stop sign, make another right and follow
it until you hit the end. You'll find a beach, some piers, and a
great place to park and ride. Our informant noted one night when he visited
down there, there were three cars with steamed windows, and one car had a
foot rubbing against the window. Very dirrty. But just remember: if the car's
a rockin', don't come a knockin'. Even your fellow students deserve a little
privacy when they're getting their awkward attempt at a hook-up on. If you're
peeved that your hook-up spot's been given away, don't fret: we know of a
lovely little park in Stratford... bow chicka bow wowwwww! —Joshua O'Connell

E

BRIDGEPORT TRAIN STATION WA CT

Fairfield University
*" UJ.Y3 1
/ersity • 254-4000 x3400
You've just been released from the local jail in downtown
Bridgeport (Getting caught drinking underage is not much fun).
You don't have money to take a cab home, and it's too late to
call your friends to pick you up. So you go to the most logical
place that you can think of: the Bridgeport Train Station. But you
and your hunny bunny won't find hooking up there any easier
than hooking up in the jail cell. There are people watching, and they're not all
that attractive. No sexy PDAs for you. And the station itself is in dire need of
a rebuild; they've been promising a new station for years, and the best we get
is a window with a bitchy Amtrak ticket saleswoman, and three police officers
just waiting for you to swap spit so they can cuff you a second time in the same
night. It just doesn't seem like the right place or the right time. Folks... you can
do much better than this.
--Joshua O'Connell

LOVE KNOWS LATEX: PLACES TO GET CONDOMS
CVS PHARMACY
698 Post Road, Fairfield • 255-4402
For the second year in a row, CVS has taken the condom crown. It's no wonder;
their 24-hour locations make getting a rubber easy when you need one on the
fly. They have a large selection, ensuring that no matter whether you need rinkydinkers or Magnum XXXLs, you can find it. Their selection can only be beaten by
online stores, but it's unlikely you'll want to wait with bated breath for the postman
to deliver your condom so you can "seal" the deal.
—Joshua O'Connell

BEST

T'

HEALTH CENTER

WORST

Fairfield University • 254-4000
This is an easy one. The Health Center is the worst place to get condoms,
just like the bookstore is the worst place to buy condoms, and a poster in the
campus center is the worst place to use the word condom: this is a Jesuit
campus. Condoms are frowned upon, because that would indicate that a person
is fornicating. And who would ever want to do that? We salute the Health Center
for protecting the school's right to avoid protection.
—Joshua O'Connell

RADAR

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Rubber match: There's... so... many... of... them!

www.condomania.com offers a "Fit Kit" that
you can cut out of paper, measure your thingie,
and order a custom-fit "TheyFit" condom
based on your size. Just watch for paper cutSy

